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Mr. Grider. Let's go on the record . This is a transcribed 

interview of Agent ) conducted by the House Select 

Committee on Benghazi. This interview is being conducted voluntarily 

as part of the committee's investigation i nto t he attacks us t he U.S. 

diplomatic facilities in Benghazi) Libya ) and related matters) 

pursuant to House Resolution 567 of the 113t h Congress and House 

Resolution 5 of the 114th Congress. 

Special Agent 1111111) could you please state your full name? 

Mr . 1111111.!.. 
Mr. Grider. On behalf of the Committee ) we appreciate your time 

and willingness to come and talk to us today. My name is Mark Grider) 

I am one of the counsels on the committee's maj ority staff. 

I am going to have every one i n t he room introduce themselves as 

well. 

Ms. Jackson. I am Sharon Jackson. I am one of the attorneys with 

the majority staff. 

Mr. Desai. Ronak Desai) with t he minority staff. 

Ms . Sawyer. Heather Sawyer) with the minority staff. 

Mr. Woolfork. Brent Woolfork) wit h the mi nority staff. 

Mr. Eve rs. Austin Evers) State Department. 

Ms . Badrich. Zlatana BadrichJ AFSA. 

Ms. Clarke. Sheria ClakeJ majority staff. 

Ms. Barrineau. Sara Barrineau) majorit y staff . 

Mr. Grider. Thank you) everyone . I would like t o go over some 

ground rules and explain how the interview wil l proceed today . The 
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way the questioning proceeds is that a member from the majority will 

ask questions f or up to one hourJ and then the minority will have an 

opportunity to ask questions for an equal period of time as they choose. 

As we tal ked beforeJ we may sort of change that up a little bit J but 

we wil l take a break in an hour . 

We wi ll adhere to the 1-hour time l i mit . Questions may only be 

asked by a member of the committee or designated staff members. We 

will rotate back and forthJ 1 hour per side until we are out of questions 

and the interview will be over . 

During your career as a law enforcement officerJ you may have 

testified in a deposition or in State cour t or Federal court. As you 

may knowJ this is a little different. The committee format i s not bound 

by the rules of evidence. So we may ask your opinion on t hingsJ we 

may ask hearsay . All of that is admissible in a transcribed interview 

before a congressional committee . 

You or your counsel may rai se objections for privilege subject 

t o it the review by the chairman of the committee . I f t hese objections 

cannot be resolved in the interviewJ the witness ca n be r equi red to 

return for a deposition hearing or a hearing . Me mbers and staff of 

the committee however are not permitted to raise objections when the 

other side is asking questions. This has not been a problem or an issue 

in the pastJ and I don't anticipate it to be. 

Thi s session is to begin as uncla ssified . If any questions call 

for a classified answerJ please let us knowJ and we will reserve the 

answer until we move into a classified setting . 
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In preparing for your interview, I don't believe any of my 

questions will go into a classified information based on the documents 

that I have reviewed, but if you feel it does, please confer with your 

counsel, and we will handle that as it comes up . 

Mr. 1111111~ Okay. 

Mr. Grider . You are welcome to confer with cou nse l at any time 

throughout the interview. But if something needs to be clarified, we 

ask you to make this known to me. If you need to discuss anything with 

your counsel, we will go off the record, stop the clock, and provide 

you this opportunity. 

We will also take a break whenever it's convenient for you. This 

could be after every hour of questioning or whenever you need or after 

a couple of rounds. During a round of questioning if you need a glass 

of water, coffee, to confer with counsel, just let us know. We will 

go off the record, and we will make that happen. 

As you can see to your right, an official court reporter is taking 

down everything you may say to make a wr itten record. So we as k that 

you give verbal responses to all questions, yes and no and not a nod 

of the head. I am going to ask the reporter to feel free to jump in 

in the case that he does not respond verbally. And so do you understand 

that? 

Mr. 1111111~ Yes, I do. 

Mr. Grider . This is the issue t hat I need to work on; also, we 

should both try not to talk over each other so i t is easier to get a 

clear record. So I welcome the court re porter to say, Hey, slow down, 
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and I will try to slow down a little bit so we can make sure we get 

a clear record. 

We want your answers and our questions to be in the complete and 

truthful manner as possible. We will take our time to repeat or clarify 

our questions if necessary. If you have any questions) you don't 

understand our questions) please let us knowJ be happy to clarify or 

repeat our questions. 

We also want a clear understanding of what you know from your time 

in Benghazi) Libya. So we are going to ask you to give us your best 

recollection. And I think everyone here understands a numbers of years 

have passedJ so things may not be crystal clear. So if you honestly 

don't know the answer to a question or you do not remember J it is best 

not to guess. Please give us your best recollection. And if these 

are things that you do not know or can · t remember J just say so and please 

inform us who or to the best of knowledge may be able to provide a more 

complete answer to the question. 

Mr. 1111111~ [Nonverbal response.] 

Mr. Grider. A few questions here for you. Do you understand 

that you have an obligation to answer questions from Congress 

truthfully? 

Mr. 1111111~ YesJ I do. 

Mr. Grider. This also applies to questions posed by 

congressional staff in an interview. Do you understand this? 

Mr. 1111111~ YesJ I do. 

Mr. Grider. Witnesses that knowingly provide false testimony 
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could be subject to criminal prosecution for perjury or for making false 

statements. Do you understand that? 

Mr. 1111111~ Yes 1 I do. 

Mr. Grider. Is there any reason you are unable to provide 

truthful answers to today's questions ? 

Mr . 1111111~ No reason. 

Mr. Grider. That is the end of my preamble. 

Does the minority have anything that they want to bring up? 

Does anybody else? 

EXAMINATION 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q It is 10 after 101 and I am goi ng to jot that down. And 

we wi ll get the questions started. 

Agent 1111111 1 can you give US 1 just start from t he beginning of 

your career and give us your backgrou nd prior to DS? 

A Well 1 I joined DS in 1111111 of 2011. Prior to t hat) I 

served 22 years in the United States Marine Corps) approximately 

18 year s Active 1 12 as a reservist. I was an i nfant ryman. I was also 

part of human intelligence) counterintelligence) and I was an MSG under 

the embassy duty program. 

In addition to that 1 prior t o joining DS 1 I have approximately 

13 years of Federal law enforcement experience) FPS 1 the Fede ra l Air 

Marshal Service) and 1 year with NCIS. Wit h DS 1 I i nitia l l y served 

at the field office 1 did several TDYs out of t here . My TDYs 

include 2 months in Guadalajara) Mexico) 
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Q May I ask you a question? 

A Sure. 

Q Just to get the chronology. So you joined in- 2011. 

A Correct. 

Q Can we walk in a chronological aspect of your TDYs 1 and then 

you can even touch on the Benghazi if there was something after? 

A Sure. 

Q Thank you. 

A After training) approximately in 2011 1 

probably in the August timeframe 1 I went to Mexico for approximately 

2 months 1 

in Guadalajara) Mexico. I came back for some time 1 and I did my TDY 

to initially the Secretary of State for approximately -- I don't 

remember at this time. It was 60 or 90 days where I served in the 

protection of Secretary Clinton. 

Afterwards 1 approximately from March 6 through April 211 I did 

an approximately 45-day TDY in Benghazi 1 Libya 1 where I served 

initially as an ARSO. Later onJ I was the acting RSO. I came back 

again to the field office) and approximately in the summer 

of 2013 1 I did another 90-day TDY in as the ARSOI 1 which 

is the Assistant Regional Security Officer for I nvestigations . 

Approximately 1 year and a half ago 1 I was assigned to the Amer ican 

Embassy) J where I now serve as t he ARSOI. I am 

basically in charge of all the St ate Department investigations in 

-· 
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Q Thank you very much. Before we get to that March 6J April 

21 timeframeJ I just have a question about the ARSOI. 

A Yes) sir. 

Q Can you explain what that is? 

A It is a new program that DS started approximately 10 years 

ago J sir. Basically J it is a DS agent that serves in an overseas post 

and does investigations. We are talking visa fraud) passport fraud. 

We are talking human trafficking and smuggling. We are also in charge 

for the fugitive program for the U.S. Marshals. So we capture 

fugitives of the American legal system and bring them back to justice. 

Q Very good. So was that program in place when you were in 

Benghazi during that time period? 

A Yes) but Libya did not have such a position at the time. 

Q Okay. Let's direct your attention back to the March 6 

timeframe. 

A Yes) sir. 

Q With respect to that TDY J was it -- were you recruited? Did 

you volunteer? How did that come about? Can you explain to us? 

A Well) DS was looking for volunteers to fill that position) 

and I volunteered. 

Q Are you familiar with the term high-threat training? 

A Yes) I amJ sir. 

Q Can you explain to us what it is? 

A Well) sir) it is - - in my own words) I would put it as a 

protection under high -threat environments/military type training that 
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agents -- DS agents receive . I don't -- I have never heard of another 

agency that has a program of this sort, and I think it is a very good 

program. They have got some of the best inst ructors I can think of. 

Most of them are former U.S. Marines. 

Q And did you take the high-threat training course? 

A Yes, I did, sir. It was one of the requirements as I 

understand it to get an assignment to Benghazi, Libya . 

Q Do you recall about when you took that course? 

A Yes, sir, it was pretty cold, so I do recall. It was in 

January of 2612. 

Q Okay. Let's talk a little bit more about your time in 

Benghazi. Can you walk me through sort of the chronology prior to March 

6? Obviously, they were looking for volunteers. 

A Yes, sir . 

Q So we are not familiar with the process. So how did you 

volunteer? What information did they give you? And we will talk about 

how you got there and what you took with you, does that make --

A Yes, sir. An announcement went out l ooking for volunteers 

to fill t hi s now position for TOYs. I thought it would be a challenging 

experience so I volunteered for it . They had several requi rements, 

one of them was to take the high-threat training. I immediately 

contacted people at that school to see when the next availability was 

that they would have. Upon completion of the training, I spoke to t he 

desk officer for Benghazi, Mr. Mr . - initially 

scheduled me to go to Benghazi in mid to late February of 2612. And 
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did some reading up on Libya, on the revolution. I was also br iefed 

by Mr. 111111 on the situation on the ground and what t he duties and 

responsibilities out there would be. I also spoke to another agent 

from the Washington field office who was currently -- who was in 

Benghazi prior to my arrival. 

Q Great. Can you give us some of the -- what was the contents 

of the briefing from 111111, was that formal, informal, was it by 

telephone, by email? 

A It was in person, sir. I went to his office. We sat in 

his cubicle for, I don't know, approximately 1 to 2 hours. He showed 

me pictures, maps, explained to me what the compound consisted of, spoke 

to me of the personnel over there as to what our mission was in Benghazi. 

Q And you mentioned that you had talked to someone that was 

currently on the ground in Benghazi? 

A That is correct. At this point, I believe we might have 

had one phone call, and the rest of them might have been through email, 

sir. Basic questions as to what are the Libyan accommodations, what 

is your dai l y routine, that sort of thing. 

Q Do you recall who that person is? 

A He is currently assigned as the ARSOI, 

in Brasilia, Brazil. 

Q Do you recall what his title was at that point? 

A He was also an ARSO in Benghazi at the time. 

Q Very good. Before you got on the plane, what were your 

impressions of the situation you were getting into? What was your 
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A Well) sir) as I recall) I knew that the country had just 

gone through a revolution. I knew that there were several armed groups 

in Benghazi . I knew that the government had little control of 

security) and I was expecting to provide the safest environment I could 

for diplomats to conduct their business. 

Mr. Grider. Do you have any questions? 

Ms. Jackson . Sounds like it was going to be a challenge. 

Mr. 1111111~ Yes) ma ' am. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Can you tell me how you got there) and what) if anything) 

did you take with you? 

A I took all the high-threat gear that I was issued. I took 

extra military su rvival type gear and protection gear that I thought 

I would need. And I initially flew in through -- I went to Istanbul) 

Turkey) and then spent one night there) and from there) I continued 

my trip to Benghazi) Libya. 

Q Did you go out of New York or out of Dulles? 

A You know what) sir) I believe I flew from Dulles 

International to I stanbul) and from -- and because there was no flights 

until the next day) on the next day) I flew to Benghazi. 

Q Right. 

A I take that back) sir. And I would need to go back) but 

it is possible that I could have flown to Frankfurt) from Frankfurt 
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to Istanbul} and from there t o Benghazi. 

Ms . Jackson. You have probably been on one or more international 

flights in your career. 

Mr . 1111111~ As a Federal air marshal for 9 years} I have been 

on plenty of t hem} yes. 

Ms . Jackson . How do you like that Frankfurt airport ? 

Mr. 1111111~ It ' s great because t hey have a grocery store 

downstairs that they sell just about everything. It is a good 

airport} ma ' am. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Okay. Once you landed in Benghazi} can you tel l me if you 

can walk me through sort of who was on the ground } you know} from DSJ 

all the different individuals and levels? 

A There was three agents on the ground} sir. The RSO at t he 

time was One of t he ARSOs was And there 

is a third ARSOJ and I cannot reca ll his l ast name . His first name 

was -. He was an ARSO in JeddahJ Saudi Arabia} at the time but was 

TOY to Benghazi . 

Now this number of three did not stay like that for long . 

Approximately one week later} left. 

Q So he left in the March timeframe? 

A Yes} sir . 

Q Fai r enough. What about -} how long} do you recall? 

A - must have st ayed there for another 2 weeks} 2 to 3 

weeks; same thing with IIIII · 
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Q That's the DS agents that were on the ground? 

A YesJ sir. 

Q Any other State Department employees? 

A YesJ sirJ J who was our principal office r. 

And we had one communicator -- and I just cannot remember his name. 

There was -- he was replaced by anot her communicator) 1111 -- I am 

terrible right now with those names) I am sorry. 

Ms. Jackson. Was one named -? 

Mr. -~ YesJ - was the initial communicator there) and 

then he was replaced by 1111· 
Ms. Jackson . Was itJ likeJ ? 

Mr. -~ Yes. 

Ms. Jackson. Recognition is so much better than recal l . 

Mr. Grider. So we have got the DS agents that are covered) State 

Department. Any other agencies on the ground? 

Mr.-~ WellJ sir J in order to give you any details on thatJ 

I would probably need to be in a secure environment to discuss that. 

Mr. Grider. From a yes or no? 

Mr.-~ Yes. 

Ms . Jackson. Any other U.S. Government like U.N . or USAID J other 

State Department officials) other than the one. 

A None that I -- the U.N. was there. I don't know -- and I 

know that they were there. I had contact with their security people. 

I know the attacks that they went through) but I don't know if there 

was any Americans assigned to them. I i magine that there were. As 
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to USAIDJ I am not aware of them. It's possible . I just never had 

any contact with them. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q One other presence) were t here any other countries that may 

have been there? 

A Yes) sir) we had a very close relationship with the U.K. 

The U.K. had a representative there) and they had a house similar to 

ours. They also had security personnel . I belive their people were 

contractors) though. They eventually left. As a matter of fact) they 

left some of their vehicles and their gear with us) but yes) they were 

initially there. 

Q Very good. I am just going to ask you just) are you familiar 

with the name ? 

A Yes. 

Q What) if anything do you rec all. What was his role) if you 

recall? 

A Again) my memory may fail me) sir. If I am not -- i f I am 

not mistaken) he was an in Benghazi) and he also did 

part - time work for us as interpreter and assisting the principal 

officer with certain things. I also believe he was involved -- t he 

reason why we were -- had a relations hip with him is he was i nvolved 

in saving a U.S . pilot during the revolution. I am not sure i f I am 

talking about the same IIIII· 
Q When you were present in Benghazi) was Mr . 1111111 t here 

as we ll? 
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A Yes) he was. He would visit us at t he compound and have 

meetings with Mrs. 111111· I also remember times that we would -- I 

would accompany Ms. 111111 to his school. 

Ms. Jackson. Were there any other Libyans that worked on the 

compound either full time or part time? 

Mr. 1111111~ Yes) ma'am. We had members of the 17th February 

Militia. They were part of our QRF. Initially there was t hree of 

them. Later onJ there was four of them. Also) the guard force) they 

were all Libyans. We had people that worked in the kitchen. However) 

I don't believe they were Libyans. I believe they were third-country 

nationals. I know that there was Egyptians there) but there could have 

been a Libyan there too. 

Ms. Jac kson. Was there anybody else in the position like Mr. 

1111111 that helped wi th the political office or helped arrange --

Mr. 1111111~ Yes) -) cannot recall llllllllast name now. 

She basically did clerical work. She also did some logistical work 

for the compound) and that is the only other person I can think of at 

this time. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Let's talk about -- you had mentioned your gear t hat you 

had brought over with you. Was that gear given to you from the State 

Department) or was that gear given to you prior to? 

A Well) sir) I love gear and the State Department is great 

in giving out gear. After going through high threat) t hey give you 

some of the best gear that I have seen. So I had all of that gear. 
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And 1 you know 1 after a military career 1 you also end up with a lot of 

gear too. So I took some of my personal gear too . 

Q One you landed in Benghazi 1 did they give you additional 

gear? 

A Yes 1 I do believe they had different vests available with 

more low profile that we were able to use. We also had gear we could 

put into the vehicle in case you needed it 1 additional vests for the 

principal officer in case she needed it 1 that sort of thing. So other 

protective gear was available in the compound. 

Q Fair enough. What type of firearms did you have to do your 

job? 

A Well 1 I took my issued pistol 1 which is a 

millimeter. In addition to that 1 they made available for me a shotgun) 

as well as an M4 Bushmaster rifle. 

Q Are you familiar with the M249? 

A Yes 1 it's a squad automatic weapon. We did not have those. 

Q Have you been trained on that? 

A Yeah 1 like I said 1 I was in the infantry) and I was a machine 

gunner 1 So yeah. In addition to that in high threat 1 you also go 

through the training for the SAW. 

Q We are going to move to another section 1 but before we do 1 

you had mentioned low-profile gear. I am new to that. What does 

that what 1 if anything) does that mean? 

A Well 1 I guess what I am trying to say 1 sir 1 a lot of the 

vests t hat I was taking with me 1 they are pretty thick. They stand 
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out. You can't wear it really underneat h civilian clothing. And the 

low- profile stuff is stuff that you really don't see and maybe just 

the vest with the plate 1 metal plate 1 in the front and the back. 

Q And that was State Department gear? 

A That is correct 1 sir. 

Q Let's turn to just your role in Benghazi 1 what you did. 

Sounds like you were in two different roles 1 my understanding. You 

were acting RSO for some point or -- just why don't you take me through 

your role? 

A Well 1 sir 1 when I initially got there 1 as you probably know 1 

the responsibilities of an RSO are pretty broad. There is the physical 

security. There is the guard force 1 the fences 1 the alarms 1 the 

protection of the principal officer 1 a lot going on. So what they did 

was they divided that up amongst of the different agents there on the 

ground. 

What I initially ended up with the protection of the principal 

officer. And that was my main role . Obviously) you would help out 

with other things. I started helping out with the training of t he guard 

force and the training of the QRF 1 helping with upgrading security 

around the compound) but my main respons ibility was protection of the 

principal officer. 

Q So when you arrived 1 obviously) there were two DS agents? 

A It was initially three 1 sir. 

Q That ' s correct. They were leavi ng. Did your role stay the 

same during your entire time period? 
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A WellJ in a wayJ yesJ in a sense that I still had the 

protection of the principal officer) but as more agents leave) more 

responsibilities fall upon you. 

Ms. Jackson. Did any other agents come to replace them? 

Mr.-.!.. NoJ they did notJ sir -- they did notJ rna' am. And 

as I understand itJ one of the problems was that there was a visa 

issuance issuej the Libyans were not issuing Americans visas . 

Mr. Grider. So to follow on thatJ was t here a time period when 

you were in Benghazi that there were less than three) less than twoJ 

less than --

Mr. -.!.. YesJ sirJ there was a time when there was two of 

us J - and myself J maybe for a 2J 3-day period agents were supposed 

to -- at least one agent was supposed to arrive to replace him. They 

never made it. There was aJ perhaps -- I don't recall the exact number 

of days right now. It could be up to 2 wee ks where I was the sole DS 

agent in Benghazi. 

Ms. Jackson . And this timeframe would have been sort of the end 

of March if --

Mr .-.!.. That is correct) ma'am) the end of March through) 

you knowJ mid April. Towards the endJ I -- two other agents arrived. 

So) yeahJ it would have been end of March) early April. 

Mr. Grider. We may get into this a little bit later) but I want 

to ask what were your feelings -- what was your opinion about being 

the sole agent on the ground during that 2-week time period from a 

security standpoint? 
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Mr. -.!.. Well ) sir) you know) we can always hope for the best 

situation. And we can plan for the bust situat i on) but Mur phy is going 

to be around; something is always going to go wrong. So I planned to 

do the best with what I had available . I) obviously) requested more 

assistance) sent up the request up my chain of command and did all that 

I could with what I had available on the ground. 

Mr . Grider. If you don't mind me asking) so that -- I appreciate 

you bringing that up in requesting more assistance. Do you recall) 

was that when Mr. - was there still on t he ground or afte r he left 

or when you anticipated him leaving? 

Mr. -.!.. Well) when Mr . - wa s on the ground) sir) we 

were expecting the agents to arrive. Agents were supposed to arrive 

on certain dates) okay) but it didn't happen. And it didn't happen 

as I understand it because no visas were being given to American 

personnel. So I continued asking for this assistance) but it is no 

time f or feelings or to complain about stuff) you still have a da ily 

mission that you must accomplish during that time. And of course we 

had longer days) you know) 28- hour days or whatever) but I -- I believe 

we were providing the best security that we could at the time. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q Given the adage of the squea ky wheel will sometimes get 

oiled) were you a squeaky wheel? I mean) were you sending in daily 

requests for additional agents? Were you on t he phone with IIIII 
- or others? I would assume that you obviously needed -- t o have 

a secure environment. You needed assistance. 
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A A long time ago 1 rna' am 1 I learned something fromJ you knowJ 

my Muslim colleagues) and it is a saying that says that the baby that 

cries the most gets the most milk. Of course) every day I would send 

inJ as part of my request) questions as to when they would be arriving. 

But that did not stop us from fulfilling our requirements to provide 

a safe environment for our principal officer and the communi cator. 

Q Were you communicating with the Embassy in Tripoli at the 

time? 

A I was communicating with the Embassy in Tripoli. I am not 

sure if you are familiar with this J rna' amJ but the RSO for the country 

is always located at the -- most of the time at the embassy. So the 

RSO for all of Libya was located in Tri poli) and I would communicate 

with him in requesting agents from the Embassy to come and assist meJ 

and I was communicating with my desk officer) i n D.C . J 

requesting updates as to when those visa issues would be taken care 

of so that the agents could arrive. 

Q And who was that RSO in Tripoli at the time? 

A Urn. 

Q We are taxing your brain. 

A YesJ you areJ ma'am. Golly) I know himJ he testified. 

Q Would the name m sound familiar? 

A YesJ Mr. -J correct. 

Q And can you describe some of the conversations that you had 

with Mr. - and Mr. - regarding the request for additional 

agents? 
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A WellJ you knowJ I could be-- I could sound a little forceful 

and strong in my request) but you knowJ it's just my style) but they 

were -- there was no animosity there . Maybe you could sense some 

frustration) but I understood what the situation was . And what I got 

was that they could not send anyone from the States at the time because 

of the visa issues. And Mr. 111111111 was -- had other requirements 

in Tri poli and could not let his agents leave from there) yeah. 

Q I assume Mr. 111111111 -- and correct me if I am 

wrong - - was also waiting for additional agents from Tripoli? 

A I am not sure what his situation wasJ rna' am. I do know that 

he would say that he had a lot of requirements out there tooJ and 

therefore) he could not let any of his agents go down to assist me. 

Q Okay. 

BY MR . GRIDER: 

Q Your primary responsibility was to protect the POJ and that 

was Ms. -. Is that correct? 

A When I arrived as an ARSOJ that is correct . 

Q Did you ever inform her of or did you ever enlist others 

to articulate that additional need for security? 

A OhJ yes . I ·had a very open relationship with the principal 

officer. And I remember being included in emails where she also 

requested the additional manpower. 

Q I am not sure how to get to this question) so this may be 

a narrative. When you had three DS agents on the ground) the 

responsibilities were divvied up. 
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A Yes 1 sir. 

Q So two things) one 1 when there was a movement) so let's say 

the PO was going off) can you explain to me whe n there were three agents 

on the ground how that would at times play out with respect to three 

agents? 

A Well 1 I would have the opportunity to go do an advance of 

the location where we were going. I would concentrate my time and 

making liaison with t he primary agency perhaps responsible for the 

security there. I would have more time to plan things out than to 

accompany the principal officer to whatever location we were going to. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q When you have three agents on the ground when you first 

arrived) would all three agents go on a movement or how did that work? 

A No 1 ma ' am 1 because we had so many other responsibilities) 

most of the time 1 it would only be one agent . However) if it was a 

l ocation that we considered) you know 1 very unsafe or unsecure 1 we would 

send an agent in advance. And he would do the advance) and then I woul d 

accompany Ms. 111111· If it was a movement of let's say to another 

compound that) you know) has good security) then we may not need that. 

But) yeah) that's how we did it when we had three agents. 

Q I want to make sure I have t hi s correct. If it was a ris kier 

environment) it would be your process to have an agent go in advance. 

Would one or more members of the QRF go with the agent? 

A Yes. 

Q And they would go ahead of time and report back 1 stay there 
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until the rest --

A Correct. 

Q And then you and Ms. 111111 would arrive later? 

A Correct . 

Q Would you have one or more QRF with you? 

A I would have one with me, correct. 

Q And then you would have the third agent remain at the 

compound? 

A That is correct. 

Q And what would that agent be doing? 

A Well, he would manage communications. He would answer any 

questions from the guard force. He would manage any security type 

is sue that would arise while we were gone. 

Q Would that agent generally be in the Tactical Operation 

Cent er or TOC? 

A That's correct. 

Q And is that where the communication system was located? 

A That is correct. 

Q So the agent that was left behind was in charge of security 

the compound as well as being the communication hub for you all? 

A That is right. 

Q Okay, and in your opinion, was that what you needed to have 

three agents, one to do the advance, one to travel with the principal 

officer, and one to remain back? 

A Well, ma ' am we can always -- of course, more agents, it ' s 
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going to provide better serv ice) better coverage. So three agents for 

that was good. Five agents would have been so much better. And) of 

course) you are going to be able to do a better job when you have more 

people) yes. 

Q In your opinion) is it important to have that person who 

is back at the Tactical Operations Center? 

A Yes) it is very important . 

Q Why is that? 

A Well) first of all) he has a longer range of communications. 

He has a computer right there. He has radios with longer reach. He 

has a better phone system. In addition to that) there is someone there 

to deal with any security issue that might arise at the compound . 

Q Did the IMO usually stay back when the principal officer --

A The IMO always stayed back. I cannot think - - I can count 

with one hand the times that the IMO left the compound. 

Q During the time that it was you and Mr . 1111111 there) just 

the two of you) would one of you remain behind in the Tactical Operations 

Center? 

A Yes) one of us would normally one would remain behind) and 

wha t we would do is we would use the QRFJ the members of the militia) 

quite more than we did when he had three agents. 

Q And then when you were the only agent there) what was the 

ramification of that? Did movement stop) or did the compound have to 

remain without an agent while you did a movement? 

A Ma ' am) well) obviously) my mission is to provide a safe 
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environment for our diplomats} and the diplomats' mission is to do 

diplomacy. AndJ for thatJ they do need to leave t he compound; they 

do need to have meetings. The arrangement that the principal officer 

and myself came up with is that we would minimize those movements. SoJ 

whenever they were necessa ry} what I did is I would accompany her; we 

would shut down the compound. The QRF as we ll as the guard force would 

know that no one would be coming in or out during that time. I was 

in constant communication with our IMOJ and we would make them as quick 

and fast as we could possibly do it. 

Mr. Grider. So the I MO would remain at the compound} the shutdown 

compound? 

Mr. 1111111~ That ' s correct} sir. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q So simple things li ke even deliveries wou ld have been 

curtailed if you weren 't there? 

A YesJ ma'am? 

Q And this lasted for approximately a 2-week period? 

A Two weeks at the mostJ ma'am. I would have to count the 

daysJ but somewhere between 10 and 14 days . 

Q Was there any other steps t hat you decided to take either 

on your own or in consultation at t he direct i on of someone else to 

enhance the security when you were t he only agent there? 

A WellJ 10-hour shifts or 10- hour days tu rn i nto 20 -hour days. 

We would spend a whole lot more time attempting to t r ain our QRF and 

our local guard force . We had a plan of J besides our concentric rings 
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of security 1 we also had fighting positions throughout the compound. 

I gave familiarization training of our weapon systems to our principal 

officer and our IM0 1 and we were just much more careful in the way we 

did things. 

Q Okay. And when you talk about weapons familiarization 

training) what is that? 

A Well) both the IMO as well as the principal officer had gone 

through 1 you know1 fan fire. They were already somewhat familiar; they 

had fired pistols and shotguns and rifles. And sometimes those are 

perishable skil ls; you forget things. So I took the time to 

individually train them) remind them 1 you know 1 how the sights work 1 

how to take off or put on the safety 1 how to load 1 reload either a shotgun 

or pistol or rifle that we had 1 yeah . 

Q Did anyone express to you displeasure over your doing that 1 

or did you hear from either the principal or IMO that others had 

expressed my type of displeasure over that training? 

A They did not to me. I never heard of it. I think they 

understood the situations we were in. I was never asking them to step 

into a security role 1 but I wanted them to be able to protect themselves 

in the event that they needed to. It didn't mean that -- they did not 

carry a weapon with them 1 but they knew where the weapons were. 

Ms. Jackson. Good. 

Mr. Grider . Off the record. 

[Discussion off the record.] 

BY MR . GRIDER: 
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Q In light of this line of questioning, I have some other 

generic questions, but I am going to move those to the back end and 

get to some of the security incidents during your timeframe there . 

A Al l right. 

Q Can you - - I am trying to fi gure out the security i ncident , 

i s that my phrase or is that a phrase that DS would normally use? 

A No, we wou ld normally use that . 

Q Can you -- maybe I picked it up out of read ing. Can you 

sort of define what a sec urity incident i s? 

A We ll, I guess it would be any incident in which the security 

of the compound or the security of any American can be in jeopardy or 

could be of interest to us. 

Q How did you report -- if there was a security incident, was 

there is a way to communicate that to your higher ups, to others on 

the ground? 

A The correct way of doing so is to write a Spot Report or 

some other report like an information report , an IIR, Information 

Investigation Report. So that is one way of doing it. The other way 

is when it it's something t hat's taki ng place right there or right now, 

you can always pick up t he phone and ca l l our communications center 

here in Washington , D. C. 

Q And usually who would pick up , is that that 

you recall? 

A Well, he's got a normal j ob from 8 to 5. So, no, we have 

a center that's open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and there is always 
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someone there from DS to pick up. 

Q Is it that the command? 

A The command center 1 yes. 

Q Okay. Based on that definition of security incidents 1 I 

just want to -- can you -- during your timeframe there 1 do you recall 

anything that would sort of fall into that definition? If we can mark 

it chronologically -- if you can't 1 you can't? 

A Well 1 I would like to say what could be a security incident 

here in Washington 1 D.C. 1 would be completely different as to what we 

learned was a security incident in Benghazi 1 Libya. We heard small 

arms fired every day. You know 1 you have got to determine when it was 

celebratory fire and when 1 you know 1 different armed groups were having 

a fire fight . 

We have heard explosions also constantly. So J again 1 you became 

acclimatized to what was normal on the ground and what wasn ' t. We had 

several incidents in the city where different groups would engage in 

combat against each other. I believe I might have written something 

on that. Then there was also an attempt against the U. N. Special Envoy 

outside of one of the security headquarters there in Benghazi. There 

was also an attack against the U.K. representative on his visit. There 

was one attempt to climb over the fence into our compound . And then 

I guess the biggest event that we had was a bombing of the compound 

while I was there. 

Q So we will come back to those other ones. Let ' s ta ke a look 

I believe it was probably around April 6? 
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A That's correct. 

Q So can you sort of describe the events prior to what happened 

during the attack and any reports that you sent up and any 

communications? 

A Okay. On April 6J at approximately 2230 perhaps} I will 

just gone into our house where the Americans stayed J considered in Villa 

C. And shortly after I went inside} I know the principal officer and 

the IMO had already retired. I was sitting there} and I just turned 

on the TVJ and I heard a very loud explosion. AndJ as I told you before} 

you heard explosions throughout} but you would know by the force of 

this explosion} not only the noise but also the way it rocked the 

building} I knew that it was inside the compound. 

At that point} I was sitting in the living room. I had my weapons 

with me. I did not have my vest. I ran into my bedroom} grabbed my 

vest. I spoke to the IMO and to the principal officer. I instructed 

them to allow me outJ lock themselves -- loc k the door and lock 

themselves in the safe haven. I had an extra pistol and an extra 

shotgun. I left it there for them. I left two radios. One that is 

communication for them and me and communications for them and-

11111111· I told them that I would be constant contact with them on 

the radio or on the phone; if they did not hear from me} then to contact 

for assistance. 

I also called our QRFJ basically reacted them. We had a plan: 

On a situation like that} they would take up positions throughout the 

compound. One of the positions would be outside of our building. As 
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I stepped outside 1 one of the QRF members was already out there waiting 

for me. This is possibly1 I don't know 1 3 minutes after the bombing. 

At some point 1 the guard finally activated the alarm. Our guard 

force had a push button alarm; in case of any attack 1 they would activate 

it. As I step outside1 the QRF member is there. We cleared our way 

to the TOC. Went inside the TOC. I turn off the alarm 1 and I use our 

camera system to view or to try to determine if there wa? any other 

people) any other attackers in the compound. That took approximately 

31 4 minutes. 

I did not see anybody in our camera system. There are some blind 

spots 1 but we did have a pretty good system throughout the compound. 

I thought that with that 1 I would be able to determine something) 

something blatant) something that would really stand out. 

Afterwards) I stepped outside of the TOC. I had two QRF members 

with me 1 and we commenced on clearing the compound . 

While we were doing that 1 I heard two shots. It sounded to me 

like rifle fire) something bigger than an M4 1 which is what I had. So 

I thought initially that it was shooting in the compound. One of the 

QRF members received 1 if I am not mistaken) a call that told him that 

a third QRF member was outside and had detained someone. 

Q Question. I'm sorry. I just want to get clarity. When 

you heard the rifle shots 1 did you think they were shooting inside the 

compound or someone over the wall was shooting -- I just wasn't --

A The shots were very nearby. So I thought that the shooting 

was possibly inside of the compound. 
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Q Okay . 

A Okay. 

There was a third QRF member, first name-, who was outside 

of the compound and had detained two Libyan nationals. Eve ntually I 

found out that he's the one who fired the two shots. It is commonj 

it is standard operating procedure for Libyans to shoot warning shots, 

and that is what he did. 

So we were clearing the compound when I learned that he was outside 

and he was possibly engaged with the attackers. I kept one of the QRF 

members guarding the entry to our house. I communicated wi t h the 

principal officer that everything was still okayj we are still 

clearing. I went outside, and- had two people on the ground. 

Shortl y afterwards, reinforcements from the 17th February 

Militia arrived. They took them away. I requested from the militia 

to provide a security ring outside of the compound . I made contact 

with And I asked them to hold off on sending 

reinforcements to prevent a blue-on- blue situation -- the Militia did 

not know who they werej they did not know who the Mil itia were - - but 

to be on standby in case we needed additional assistance. 

At that time, all QRF members and myself cleared the whole 

compound. It took us several hours to do so. We did not find evidence 

of any other intruders, attackers, enemy on the grounds. I went back 

inside, and I briefed the principal office r as to what had taken place. 

She and I then commenced our notifications t o D.C. and our report 

writing . 
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BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q When the first explosion occurred, how ma ny -- on t he 

evening of April 6, how many QRF and how many local guard force did 

you have on compound? 

A Ma ' am, there was only one explosion on Apri l 6, and we had 

three members of the QRF available that day as I recall. And we must 

have had maybe eight members, six to eight members of the local guard 

force. As well , remember, that the bombers were members of t he local 

guard force. So I am not including t hem in that number. 

Q So you wou ld have had 8 to 10 

A No. Well, with the two suspects? 

Q Yes, yes . 

A Yes, 8 to 10. 

Q And t hen six to eight that were --

A Please allow me to correct myse lf. One of the l ocal guard 

members had been fired days earlier. So I take that back; there was 

only one active loca l guard member . So there wou ld have been seven 

to nine. 

Q Okay, okay. And I believe you said t hat you had -- I am 

just trying to get the sequence correct - - you had put the principal 

officer and the IMO i n the safe haven, you had called for t he QRF and 

were outside all before the duck-and -cover al arm was activated? 

A The duck -and-cover al arm was fina l ly ac t ivated possibly 2 

minutes after the explos i on. It could have been activated right as 

I was walking out -- no , it was activated before I walked out . 
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Q Okay. 

A Because it was --it was difficult to communicate with once 

it was on. 

Q Okay. And do you know who activated it? 

A One of the guards at the main gateJ yeah. 

Mr. Grider. While you are looking) just to be clear) with respect 

to the rings of security : Three members of QRF; seven to nine members 

of local guard force; and thenJ with respect to DS agents) how many 

were there? 

Mr . 1111111~ MeJ one. 

BY MS . JACKSON: 

Q And then you said other members of the 17th Feb Brigade 

arrived. This was in addition to your QRF members? 

A That is correct) ma'am. The agreement that we had with the 

17th February Brigade is that if we ever requested -- if we ever needed 

assistance because due to a security incident such as this oneJ that 

they would provide reinforcements) and they did that night. 

Q And approximately how many arrived? 

A Two vehicles full of people. I wou ld estimate up to 15 to 

20 people. 

Q Okay. And approximately how long did it ta ke them to 

arrive? 

A They were there within 10 minutes) I would estimate. 

Q And what type of -- what type of weaponry did they bring 

with them? 
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A Well, the weapon that's issued to them is the AK-47. I 

recall most, if not all, had an AK-47. I don't recall whether they 

had any larger weaponry . 

Q And what type of vehicles did they come in? Did they have 

any weapons on their vehicles? 

A You know, those vehicles were very common, ma'am. The 

technicals, as they are called, the truck with the machine gun back, 

I don't recall seeing one of those, but, then again, it was nighttime, 

and I was not paying much attention to that them. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q About 5 more minutes. We may have to come back to this in 

a little bit. I appreciate walking through. So let's turn to sort 

of the report writing and sort of the notification process up. Can 

you explain -- you stated that you briefed the PO and then? 

A Yes. 

Q And then you move towards report writing? 

A Yes. 

Q How did you communicate? What occurred? 

A Well, as I recall, I initia lly made a phone call to the 

command center to notify them of the attack, and then I wrote what we 

call a Spot Report. I sent out -- I take that back, I sent out a quick 

email, and then I wrote a Spot Report. 

Ms. Jackson. Did you communicate with Tripoli? 

Mr. -..=.. Yes. The report doesn't only go to one person or 

one entity. I included Tripoli on that Spot Report, yes . 
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Ms. Jackson . I was wonderingJ did you have a phone call with 

TripoliJ or had the principal officer or IMO --

Mr. -.!.. I know that the principal officer did have a phone 

call with Tripoli. I don't recall at this point if I also spoke on 

the phone with Mr. 111111111 or not. Three years agoJ my memory is 

badJ I am really sorry. 

BY MR . GRIDER: 

Q So earlier we talked about sort of the need to have 

additional personnel. 

A Uh-huh. 

Q And you communicated that you had had discussions perhaps 

with Tripoli as well as D.C. 

A Uh-huh. 

Q WhatJ if anythingJ did this security incident do to your 

continued discussions for a need? Was it coupled or did you just sort 

of say it's obvious? How did you -- whatJ if anythingJ was it connected 

to sort of sayingJ HeyJ this is a case in pointJ or did you just let 

it lie? 

A WellJ sir J of courseJ any time there is a security incidentJ 

they are going to see the need for more personnel and this -- I would 

say this definitely showed the need that we had for more personnel. 

Ms. Jackson. Why don't we just f ind a stopping place? 

Mr. Grider. I believe this is a safe place to stop . 

Mr. Jackson . Let' s go off the record . 

[Recess.] 
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Mr. Grider. I think we're back on the record. I'm confident 

we're back on the record. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Special Agent, prior our break, we were discussing the 

April 6 incident. 

A Correct. 

Q Before we get back into that incident, I want to just touch 

on a quick question with respect to movements just generally. 

During your timeframe there, was there ever a time that you 

traveled, took movements, with the PO outside of Benghazi? 

A Yes, there was. Towards the end of my time there, there 

was a movement that we did to Derna. 

Q Okay. And can you tell us more about that. 

A Yes. The principal officer had an important meeting with 

certain members of the security forces in Derna. Prior to that, 

knowing that it's a it's a challenging trip, given the distance and 

the location where we are going, I made arrangements to get extra 

personnel to assist me with the move. 

Al so, by then, we had two more agents on the ground, the RSO,

, and ARSO 111111· In addition to that, we -- we also 

got three membe rs of the U.S. Army Special Forces that were stationed 

in Tripoli to assist us with that move . I was in charge of the -- of 
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the overall moveJ but I had their assistance for that day. 

BY MS . JACKSON: 

Q So what was it about Derna that needed -- in your opinionJ 

why you requested the extra assistance? 

A WellJ ma'amJ you knowJ Marines have been fighting the 

Barbary pirates out there sinceJ you knowJ the early 1800s. So Derna 

has always been a troublesome spot. 

There was certain armed groups that operated in Derna at the timeJ 

and just the distance alone of a drive between Benghazi and Derna 

required more vehiclesJ more personnel. 

Q Uh-huh. 

And what type of armed groups were in or around Derna? 

A I would have to go back to notes to tell you right nowJ rna' am. 

But I do know that there was a particular radical Islamic group that 

had ties to Derna. Please excuse my memory. 

Q Uh-huh. 

So they were more insurgent groups as opposed to a criminal 

element? 

A As far as I recallJ yesJ ma ' am. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q In light of the time that we haveJ it ' s going to appear that 

we're sort of jumping around a little bit. 

A No problem. 

Q I think you can stay with me. We'll stay on security 

incidents. 
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Let's go back just to April 6. 

A Yes. 

Q Based on what you communicated to me, it appeared that some 

of the perpetrators perhaps were a local guard force? 

A They were. 

Q So can you explain that. Who was the local -- who were they 

with? And what did you find out in your investigation with respect 

to the perpetrator? 

A Well, sir, if you may allow me , I would like to also correct 

myself on the numbers that I used on guards. 

Q Uh-huh. 

A As I was thinking about this, we had three different gates 

where we had people manning those gates. The front gate had two people, 

and the other two gates had one person each. That is four people right 

there. 

Then we also had a rover, which would be five, and a supervisor, 

which would be six. So I'm talking about local guards on duty that 

day should have been six -- should have been approximately six. 

Q Okay . 

A As to would you please again repeat your question. 

Q Right. 

With respect to the -- it was my under standing that there were 

at least two individuals that perhaps were apprehended. 

A Yes, sir. One of the individuals had been fired by me 

earlier that week for vandalism. We've already had several incidents 
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with members of the guard force. And he had -- I believe he did some 

graffiti in the property, and I got him fired. The other individual 

had been demoted from supervisor to a regular guard. 

Again, you know, this is not a -- this was not a professional 

outfit. These were not trained or people that came to the j ob with 

a particular military police or that sort of background . 

Q Okay. Al l right. What we call -- not able do this in 

court, but I ' m going to do some leadi ng questions to get us going. 

A All right, sir . 

Q So it was your understanding that it was the Blue Mountain 

Group? Was that the l ocal guard force? 

A That is correct, sir. 

Q So when you say "you," what was the issue with respect to 

vandalism? I mean, what concerned you such that he was fired? 

A Wel l, sir , l ess t han professional to be on duty and graffiti 

the place where you work at. 

Q Okay. Was that his first offense, to your knowledge? 

A No, it was not. He had fa l len asleep before, he had been 

late, those sort of discipl ine probl ems. 

Q Had -- in your career, had you worked with local guard 

forces before? 

A Yes, I have, sir . 

Q And based on your opinion, with respect to the Blue Mountain 

Group, what was their standard, in your opinion, showing up with respect 

to BMG? 
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A Very low standard. 

Q When you communicated I should probably ask more 

questions about that, but let's get moving. 

When you communicated sort of the -- when you got him fired, to 

whom did you communicate that? Who did you have to call? Or did you 

have the power to do that yourself? 

A We communicated that to -- at the time, t he company had a 

representative from the U.K. there who took care of that. 

However, on matters of security, those type of matters l i ke that 

one right there, we also had the power to fire them ourselves. Yeah . 

Q Did you have to talk to the RSO in Tripoli? Did you need 

to talk to or was it - -

A I don 't recall having to do that, sir, but I may be wrong. 

Perhaps I sent them a notification, an email, on it. But I know that 

the British company representative there took ca re of it on the spot. 

Q And I'm just trying to t hink -- by any chance, was that 

person----

A No. - was actually the owner - -

Q Okay . 

A -- of the company. 

Q Okay. 

A And he was on the ground for several days, but not during 

that timeframe. 

Q Okay. And then the other individual who was with the Blue 

Mountain Group was demoted . 
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Was that during your tenure or --

A Yes, sir. In my tenure, I demoted him. 

Q Okay. Do you have any knowledge of who handled some of the 

procurement process with respect to the local guard force? 

A Because of the contract or because of the arrangements that 

we had with them, that was something that was supposed to be done t hrough 

their company, procurement of uniforms, equipment, that sort of thing. 

By the time I left , they were finally getting in their uniforms and, 

you know, flashlights, that sort of thing. 

Q I guess, when I mention procurement, I'm suggesting who was 

in charge of actually hiring the --you know, the bid process of BMG? 

Were you -- did you have any visibility on which security company was 

coming in? 

A No, sir. I did not. I am not sure who -- who made that 

determination. I would imagine that the RSO in Tripoli was involved 

in that process, but I do not know who did it. 

Q Okay. 

BY MS. JACKSON : 

Q Did you make any recommendations while you were there that 

that contract ought to be terminated? 

A I made recommendations for bettering t he guard force that 

we had. Yes. I spent numerous hours trying to train them to do thei r 

job properly, and I sent out several emails that per haps detailed t he 

type of problems that we were having with them. 

Q And were you aware that agents before you who had been t he 
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acting RSOs and ARSOs had also tried to instill training on them? 

A I am aware that there was other people that had had problems 

with them. I'm aware that we did not expect much from them) that we 

wanted them at least to be our eyes and ears and to press that alarm 

button when it was necessary. Our expectations were not very high on 

them. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Okay. In order to expedite our timing) I'm just going to 

direct your attention to some dates that I may or may not -- it's 

not -- you know) I may or not -- may or may not have accurate with respect 

to security incidents. 

A Okay. 

Q And I just want to see if you recall or) if not -- I mean ) 

so these aren't set in stone here. 

So direct your attention to March 8) 2012. Apparently) there was 

a loud explosion) a Fish bomb. You may have not even --

A Well) I would have been on the ground by the n. I don't 

recall that incident) sir. 

Q Okay. March 18) 2012) approximately six armed men wearing 

military fatigues robbed some teachers. 

A I don't recall the incident) sir . It's very possible it 

happened. 

Q Absolutely. 

A So many things 

Q Okay . That's -- absolutely. That's fine. 
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March 22J 2012J there may have been some gunfire and militia 

wanted in on the compound) but later apologized. 

A I do recall that J sir . 

Q Can you give me just a brief overview of that. 

A If I'm correct on the incident) sir J there was a guard that 

decided it was a good idea to make a fire in the compound to keep warm . 

The -- one of the militias -- and let me explain. 

There was several armed groups in Benghazi that acted as the 

police. They patrolled the area and they enforced whatever laws they 

felt they wanted to enforce. 

They saw the fire. They stopped . Although the fire was i nside) 

they attempted to jump over the fence to come into the compound. AndJ 

yesJ I recall making a big deal of it the next day with the militia. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q At that timeJ were you the only agent on ground or were 

there -- was Mr. 111111 still there? 

Mr. 1111111~ Could you give me that date again. 

Mr. Grider. Approximately March 22J 2012. 

A I don't recall) rna' am. It's possible Mr . 111111 was still 

there at the time. 

BY MS . JACKSON: 

Q You don't have any recollection of having any assistance 

that evening or conversations with any colleagues? 

A You know what . Mr . 111111 was there at the time . He -- he 

was. Yeah . 
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Q Okay. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Okay. Like I said} these are -- these are dates that I've 

picked up. So I'm not expecting you to recall. 

On this March 23} 2012} soldiers and -- I got police protesters. 

Maybe a minor protest after that incident? 

A We had a protest outside of our compound at some point. I 

don't know this is the one that you're referring to. 

Q Sure. Sure. 

A We had two protests outside of our compound. One 

was -- could have been that one. And we also had another one with local 

guard force} our guard force protesting. 

Q Okay. 

Ms. Jackson. Tell us about that . 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Go ahead. As my colleague --

A Apparently} the company was -- they wanted to be paid in 

cash. The company tried to bring in cash} and the security personnel 

at the airport tried to take that cash. So the cash was not -- they 

were not being paid on time and payment was one week late and they wanted 

to be paid. 

Q Just as a point of reference} do you think that happened 

after the April 6 incident or before? 

A Before. 

Q Okay. And when that protest occurred} were you the only 
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one -- DS agent or do you think there may have been you and others? 

A I believe I was the only one there at that time . 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q Did you have any advance notice that they were going to 

protest that day? 

A No. They got off duty, they finished their shift, and then 

they began their protest. 

Q Okay. And did they have signs? Did they -- was it inside 

or outside the compound? 

A It's outside the main entrance, but in the area where we 

search vehicles. It still could be considered within the - - within 

our grounds. 

Q And it was 4 to 6 people? 6 to 10 people? Do you --

A More 6 to 10, because some guards that were off duty came 

in that day --

Q Okay. 

A -- including the guard that I had fired. 

Q Okay . Did you see any weapons on them in any way? 

A Oh, no. No. No. No weapons. 

Q Signs? Carry signs? 

A I don 't remember signs. No. 

Q Okay. Did they just do a little protest circle? 

A Yeah. They just gathered right there in the entrance and 

intervened with, you know, vehicles coming in and that sort of thing. 

Q Sort of like a blockade-type thing? 
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A We ll) I wouldn ' t call it a blockade) but they were 

definitely i n the way . 

Q Okay . And can you describe this ot her prote st fo r us. 

A You know) ma'am) I don't remember the details of i t ) but 

I do remember that there was some kind of gathering outside of t he 

compound. 

Q Again) at the main entrance? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay . Do you remember approximately how many? 

A No J I don't. And it mu st have been a short one because -- or 

else we would have written more -- mo re on it -- or I wou l d have writt en 

more on it. 

Q Okay. 

BY MR . GRIDER: 

Q In your duties J did you come across cables? Would you have 

read cables? 

A Nor mal l y) at a - - at a typical embassy) you would. But we 

were so busy that you had very little time t o be in the offic e doing 

the typical dut ies that you have as an RSO. 

I don 't remember spending much time reading cables . However J i t 

doesn't mean that the principal officer or t he IMO did not have access 

to cables and were constant l y reading t hem . 

Q So i f there was a cable sent -- on March 28) 2012) from the 

Ambassador sent to Secreta ry Clinton requesting security assets and 

the continued deployment of the mobile security detachment teams) would 
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you have seen that possible cable or --

A I probably would have heard of it. I probably would have 

maybe seen an email on it or had access to the cable. But 1 like I said 1 

I just had very little time to spend in t he office dealing with 1 you 

know 1 those sort of things. 

Q So let's state that there was a cable. 

Were you aware -- would you have been aware or do you recall 

hearing the Ambassador possibly asking for more security assets? 

Ms. Sawyer. I -- in the vein of not objecting} but wanting to 

clarify the record 1 I mean 1 I do think 1 if there was such a document 

that you want to assert existed 1 then you need to show it to the witness 

and to us if you find it 

fine? 

Mr. Grider. Sure. Okay. 

Ms. Sawyer. -- without saying that it did actually exist. 

Mr. Grider. Sure. Fair enough. 

And we can talk more about it over the break. Okay. Is that 

Ms. Sawyer . Okay . 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q All right. Moving right along 1 April 2 1 2012 1 are you 

familiar with a possible demonstration -- I think you mentioned 

this the British armored diplomatic vehicle attacked? 

A Yes. And I spoke to the security personnel that were on 

duty that day 1 the British personnel. Apparent l y} there was a 

movement. They were either going to or coming from a meeting. There 
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was a demonstration , as they occurred all the time in Benghazi. 

They ran into the demonstration because the re wa s no other way 

for them to drive . The demonstrators, I understand, attacked the 

motorcade not with small -arm fires or anything like that, but with 

stones, perhaps, or sticks or something like that. 

So there was an attack on a motorcade. The British did not 

believe that they targeted them because t hey were British. They just 

believed that they targeted them because they wanted to do damage to 

someone or something. 

Q What, if anything, occurred after that attack on t he 

British? Did the Brits do anything different? 

A I don't recall what -- if they changed their security 

posture. I do know that they were more careful on their movements as 

to where they went to. That ' s all that I remember. 

BY MS. JACKSON : 

Q Did you undertake or recommend any changes in the security 

posture f or the principal officer? 

A Well, yes, ma'am. Well, I got to tell you that our 

principal officer was always very careful as t o not -- and we were very 

careful as to not go anywhere where there was going to be a 

demonstration. Unfortunately , sometimes demonstrations started, you 

know, from one minute to the next. There was always many people out 

in the streets. 

We continued doing what we were doing. We send our members of 

our QRF in advance t o notify us to see if there is any demonstrations 
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something that we took seriously. 

so 

Q And how would you get reports of impending demonstrations 

when you could? 

A Well) normally J you would talk to the local security forces 

and they would tell you about it. Obviously) there was two security 

forces -- two official security forces on the ground in Benghazi) but 

they did not always have the best of information. 

Sometimes we would use someone like) for example) IIIII that 

worked there to go through the Internet to see if there was any -- any 

planned demonstrations on a particular day . We would stay away from 

certain speci fie dates that meant something for Benghazi or for Libya. 

And) more than anything) we send out members of our QRF to give 

us any advance notification or one of usJ if we had the time) would 

actually drive out through the streets to see if there was any possible 

i ndicators of a demonstration . 

Q So IIIII monitored social media like Twitter and things like 

that to see if there was sort of a call to demonst r ation? 

A She would. 

Q Okay. And you said there were two main security forces) 

I believe you described them) in Benghazi? 

A Al-Shorta is one of the police forces) and the other one 

was the Security -- Supreme Security Council. 

Q What role did the 17th February Martyrs Brigade play) if 

they did) in overall security in Benghazi? 
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A It is a difficult question) ma'am) because there were 

several militias on the ground and it is difficult to --for) let's 

say) Al-Shorta or the Supreme Security Council to tell them that they 

did not have the right to enforce laws or to be armed when these militias 

had more people) more personnel) and more weapons than the official 

security forces . 

What was their role? It' s difficult to tell. I know that they 

were supporting us with the QRF members. I knew that they supported 

us with extra security whenever we had an incident. But I don't know 

if constitutionally or by law they were given certain rights or certain 

powers. 

Q To your knowledge) did the 17th Feb provide simila r support 

to other countries) such as the Brits) the French) the -- to Turkey) 

to Italians? 

A I reme mber having a conversation with one of the members 

of our militia) 11111111) and he told me that) prior to him being 

assigned to us) he had been assigned to the French. 

So I know that 17th February at some point provided security t o 

the French. I do not recall what militia the British had an agreement 

with. 

Q But they had an agreement with a militia as opposed to the 

Supreme Security Council or the other quasi-official 

A Well) you see) the Supreme Security Council did not come 

into power until poss ibly during the time that I was there or right 

before I was there. Their leader was not named until I was there. 
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And I started -- you know) I met him then and I worked a certain 

relationship with him because of who he wasJ but this is a brand-new 

agency that was maybe in operation in other places around Libya) but 

not in Benghazi. 

Q Okay. And would you -- I believe you also said that you 

would rely on the -- your QRF members to alert you when there were 

planned or possible protests. 

A That is correct) ma'am. And there is particular streets) 

let's say) downtown Benghazi) where there was always people out at 

night) and we would try to avoid those places) you know) at certain 

times of the evening. 

Q And was that known as Freedom Square? 

A Freedom Square was one of the places where they gathered. 

Yes . 

Q Okay . So there were defined areas where demonstrators or 

protesters would gat her? 

A That is correct) ma'am. However) they carried that 

demonstration from there to other places. 

Q Okay. And was the re a particular time of the day that they 

would usually occur J like end of the workday J over the lunch hour J first 

thing in the morning? 

A Definitely not first thing in the morning) ma'am. I would 

say that it depending on -- it depended on t he day. On Friday) you 

know J it could have been at any time. On the other days J it's normally 

in t he afternoon and the evenings. 
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Q Okay. Would it be early evening or late evening? 

A I've seen them both} ma 'am; so} I don't know what was more 

common. 

Q And was -- and why was Friday a common day? 

A It was their day of rest. 

Q So it was essentially their weekend? 

A Correct} ma'am. 

Ms. Jackson. Okay. Go ahead. 

Mr. Grider. Thank you . 

BY MR. GRIDER : 

Q A few other. April 10} 2012} lED was thrown at a 

four-vehicle convoy. 

A U.N.? 

Q Yes. Correct. 

A Yes} sir . I had a very close relationship with U.N. 

security} and they notified me minutes after it happened. I also went 

to the place where the attack took place} too k pictures} did 

a -- somewhat of an investigation there . 

It was right outside of the headqua rters for the Supreme Security 

Council where this took place. And} yeah} this was a -- I wrot e up 

a -- an investigation and report. I got pictures of the vehicle . 

According to the security officials for the U.N.} if that vehicle 

wouldn't have been armored} there would have been -- that's 

in -- because -- due to the attack. 

And} as I understand} what was used was t he same device that was 
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thrown over our wall. A "gelateena" is what t hey called it. And 1 yes 1 

I'm aware of that security incident. 

Q And what 1 if anything -- afte r that secu r ity incident 1 were 

there any changes that you made or --

A Well 1 sir 1 we took -- we exercised certain precautions that 1 

in my mindJ they did not. They parked right out in t he street. They 

did not have a lead person that was there waiting for them. 

They did not request assistance or did not instruct the Supreme 

Security Council as to how to receive t hem 1 how to provide a ring of 

security around the motorcade . 

But 1 yeah 1 it made us more aware of t he ris ks that were out there 

and that 1 you know 1 we could be a target at some given time. 

Q Okay. I would like to direct your attention to April 11 1 

2012 1 possible gun battle) individuals trying to steal new vehicles. 

A Yes. Right outside of the Al-Shorta headquarters 1 which 

was the police force that was in place during Qadhafi's time 1 there 

was an open lot that I don't know if Al-Shorta had ta ken possession 

of these new vehicles or who had 1 but the vehicles were stored out the re. 

As I understand it 1 one of the militias decided that those 

vehicles should belong to them and they got into a firefight with 

Al-Shorta to take possession of them. 

What we did on situations like t hat 1 I activated our QRF. We 

stayed on high alert. We would provide -- we would basically occupy 

the fighting positions made of sandbags around the house where we 

stayed. And until the fire -- the fighting went down or died down1 
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we would then retreat for the night. 

Q Okay. And then the last one that I have, April 12 , 2012, 

armed clashes between militia. Maybe this is a spillover. 

A And these are -- and, yes, it was a spillover. And it's 

amazing how many shots they fire and the next day you hear that -- you 

know, very few deaths or that sort of thing. 

So a lot of it -- I'll tell you that the Libyans, although they 

fired at each other, they did not want to kill each other. So, yeah, 

there was a lot of that. 

Li ke I said, we activated -- anytime we actually gave it , you know, 

importance, this was one of them --

Q Okay. 

A -- because of the amount of weapons used, their lack of 

expertise in using them, and the amount of people involved. 

And during those times, we shut down the compound. No one came 

in, no one went out, that sort of thing. And the principal officer 

was very supportive of those types of security policies. 

Q Good. 

So with this April 11 stealing of new vehicles and then this 

April 12, would those be considered security incidents? 

A Yes . Yes . Because -- because of the number of people 

involved, because of the weapons being used, and because something like 

that can spill over into other parts of the city. 

Q Fai r enough. 

A And, plus, not only that, we're talking 1 kilometer away, 
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maybe. 

Q Right. Absolutely . Okay. 

Just for the good of the order, I have probably two more chapters . 

One is just some emails that I think we talked about. 

A Okay. 

Q And then I have just some general -- some generic or general 

questions. 

A Uh-huh. 

Q I' 11 let you decide. Would you rather go to the emails or 

just let's get through the generic questions and we ' 11 save the emails 

for last? 

A However you'd like to do it, sir . 

Q All right. Let ' s --

Ms. Jackson. Before we get there, may I ask -

Mr. Grider. Yes, please. 

BY MS . JACKSON: 

Q Was there any other security incident that comes to mind 

that was signif icant to you while you were in Benghazi that we haven't 

touched upon? 

A Nothing specific comes to mind, ma'am. You know, you had 

your daily things where -- like, for example, we noticed that we were 

being followed on several occasions, that sort of thing . Obviously, 

we have the -- there is -- there i s an incident that cannot be discussed 

here . 

Q Uh-huh. 
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A And I wrote a report on it. And t hat ' s t he onl y other one 

that comes to mind. 

Q Okay. When you were in those i ncidents when you be lieved 

that you were f ollowing and you were being followed, would you be going 

anyplace in particular? Was it a general movement with t he princ i pal 

office r? Were you visiting with any other western countries or ot her 

U. S. Government persons? 

A I remembe r one time specifically that we were either going 

to or coming back from the British compound . 

Q And did you ask your QRF members to, you know, ask around, 

provide you with any intelligence over who was being responsible for 

following? 

A We did that, ma ' am. And I also came up wi th a pl an. What 

I did i s came up with a code and a certain thing that t hey would have 

to do with a - - what I would do is I' d call them on the radio , give 

t hem the code and give them one of t hree street s that we had in mind 

where they would go and set up a road stop. 

I would drive by there and they wou l d st op t he second vehic le 

behind me . Thi s way, they cou ld, f i rst of all, you know, get them off 

my tail and , t hi rd, be able to identify who's following us. 

Q And what did you find out? 

A Well , unfortunate l y, aft e r we came up with that great pl an, 

i t never happened aga i n. 

Q Well, then, it obviously worked . 

Ms. Jackson. All right. 
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BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Okay. Let's walk through some questions here. 

With respect to intelligence reports -- and we touched on this 

before -- prior to coming to Benghazi, were there any intelligence 

reports that you reviewed or were given? 

A You know, sir, I did do a lot of reading. I don't recall 

at this point if I did read any particular intelligence reports. I 

know I read on Benghazi, but I can't tell you whether --

Q While you were in Benghazi, did you receive any intelligence 

reports from the State Department? 

A There was one -- we ll -- yes. There was -- there was some 

reports that I -- that I read. And I also wrote at least one report . 

Q Did you have access to any other intelligence reports from 

any other agencies while you were there? 

A Yes, I did . 

Q And did you read the -- did you read those? 

A I would yes, sir. 

Q And do you recall if those reports were daily? Weekly? 

A Well, I'm sure the reports were daily. I was not able to 

read them daily, but I -- I went to a place where I could once a week, 

maybe . 

Q Can you just tell us what a SITREP is. 

A Situation report. 

Q That's correct. 

Can you explain to us what --
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Ms. Jackson. The purpose . 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Purpose. 

Mr. Grider. Thank you. 

Mr. 11111111~ Well, it's-- it's a little bit like a Spot Report 

in the sense that you are -- you are reporting information taking place 

there. Perhaps it 's not at that level of importance. 

It's more routine stuff as to what has been taking place. Those 

you can write daily if you have the time to do so. I tried to provide 

one to my desk officer on a daily basis, but it didn't always happen 

that way. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q So that 's aDS product as opposed to a principal officer 

product? 

A You know what. The principal officer might have something 

similar that she would report to the State Department. Mine went to 

DS. 

Q Okay. And when we say EAC, do you --what's an EAC? 

A Could you 

Q Emergency Action Committee? 

A Oh. 

Q One of those. 

A Yes. We-- I'm more familiar with an EAC, for example, at 

the Embassy where I'm at right here in -- not here --

-· 
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Q Uh-huh. 

A You have to see how many people we had in Benghazi and the 

size of that compound. 

Q You could have an EAC daily in Benghazi, given the limited 

number of people there? 

A Yes, you could. 

Q Do you recall if you ever had a formal EAC while you were 

in Benghazi? 

A Well, I do recall having formal meetings with the principal 

officer and the IMO when the three of us were the only ones there in 

which we discussed the security situation and we discussed, you know, 

what to do about the incidents that we were facing. 

Q And these would be some of the incidents that we've talked 

about? 

A That is correct, ma'am. Like I said, there was constant 

communications between myself and the principal officer. All that I 

knew about security was shared with her . And, as far as I know, the 

efforts that she was working on to better the situation were shared 

with me, too. 

Q Was there ever occasions where you would have a formal 

meeting with other U.S. Government personnel in Benghazi regarding the 

security situation? 

A That is correct, ma'am. But in order to give you any 

details, we would have to be in a different matter. 

Q Right. 
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But they did occur? 

A They did. They did. 

Q Did they occur on a regular basis, like weekly or just as 

needed? 

A Oh, no. We -- I think both. You know, we -- we had a 

somewhat close relationship. 

Q Uh-huh. Okay. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Touch on briefly just the communication system. I know 

we 've sort of talked about that. 

Can you just sort of tell me, what were the different types of 

communication systems -- do you have enough water there? --

A I got it. 

Q -- you know, landlines. Can you just sort of walk me 

through the different communication systems. 

A Yes. We had landlines. We had some sat phones. We had 

cell phones. We had Motorola radios. We had access to unclassed 

Outlook ema il and, you know, classified communications, too. So yeah. 

Q And, in your opinion, did those communication systems 

individually or corporately work satisfactorily? 

A Well, sir, you know, they did. But Murphy is always going 

to be around. So anytime something can go wrong, something will go 

wrong. 

So you know, from time to time we had problems. We only had one 

repeater in Benghazi located , I believe. 
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So it wasn't always the best, but, you know, make do with what you have. 

Q All right. Let's turn to -- and we've touched on this, but 

I want to get it -- just clarity on sort of the physical layout. I 

know you talked about Villa A. So never been there. 

So can you just sort of give us a brief understanding of the 

physical layout of the compound. 

A Can I give you a map? 

Q You h~ve one on you? 

Ms. Jackson. Sure. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Even better. 

Ms. Jackson. We'll mark it. 

Mr. 1111111~ This right here is the compound. 

BY MS . JACKSON: 

Q Okay. For the record, we are going to mark this as 

Exhibit 1. 

[1111111 Exhibit No. 1 

Was marked for identification.] 

Mr. 1111111~ Okay. All right. So --

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q Can we -- just one second. I am just going to show --

A Sure. 

Q Just so you guys can get a physical look at it. 

A And I'm showing you the map because it's so much easier for 

me to show it to you on paper than it is to try to explain it to you. 
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Q Uh-huh. 

A Okay. So this is -- number 1 right here is where -- the 

villa where we all lived. Okay? This is where -- number 4 is where 

our QRF is. Okay? We have --

Q Did you refer to number 1 as "number 1" or did you call it 

something else? 

A We called it several names . We called it "the villa." We 

called it "the American house . " No. I just put it as number 1 just 

to be able to refer to it in the map. 

Q Okay. 

A We had three different gates in the compound. We 

had -- this was the main gain, which was Charlie 1 gate. We did refer 

to that as Charlie 1. Right across we had Charlie Three gate. Okay? 

And on this side -- you see, these are two different villas that 

were united. Okay? On this side we have Bravo 1 gate . Okay? So 

t hat's the compound right there. 

We have -- on this side, we had the America n flag right here. 

Number 2 right here is where we had the chow hall, t he dining facility, 

whatever you want to call it. They also had some TDY rooms he re. And 

across from it we had the TOC. 

Q So was number 2 -- the building marked as numbe r 2, was that 

also known as the cantina? 

A Well, I guess -- remember, we went through there quite a 

bit, different agents. Different agents called it different things. 

As a former marine, I called it the chow hall . 
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Q Chow hall. All right. 

And is this a map that you were provided before you got there? 

When you got there? 

A It's a map that I made as part of a report. 

Q And would that have been the time when the !ED was thrown 

over the wall? 

A That is correct. 

Q And is that depicted here on Exhibit 1 on the left side of 

the page? 

A Right there. 

Q Yes. 

And that has the date of April 6, 2012, at 2238 hours? 

A That is correct . 

Q Okay . 

was that hour. 

Which probably explains why you remembered that i t 

Okay. 

So you made this map contemporaneous -- or sho rtly after the 

incident and submitted it as part of your re port ? 

A That is correct. 

Q Okay. 

BY MR . GRIDER: 

Q Were there vehicles that you kept close to the villa that 

resided in the evening hours, by any chance? 

A When I was there, we had a plan -- an evasion plan. There 

was two different doors to the villa . One of the door s was right where 

I'm marking the X. Okay? 
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BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q On Building 1? 

A On Building 1. 

The other door was approximately in the second X over here. So 

what I did is --

Q Would you actually put a double X there so that we canJ for 

the recordJ know --

A What I did is I parked one of the vehicles facing outboard 

right here and one of my other vehicles approximately right he re. This 

wayJ I had two plans of escape and evasion. 

If they came in from -- from this sideJ I could come out hereJ 

jump in the vehicle and go out one of these two gates. If they came 

from this sideJ we could come out this doorJ go in one of the - - there 

was usually two to three vehicles parked right here - - go in one of 

these vehicles and go out this gate. 

Q Okay. So just to summarizeJ if someone had come from the 

area of B1J you would go out -- go out of Building 1 -- I'm trying 

to - - which would be southwest? 

A WellJ it was a flexible planJ ma'am. Depending on where 

the threat came fromJ I would -- I would use the opposite exit to take 

out my principal officer. AlsoJ you knowJ any plan changes. If I had 

bad guys on Charlie 3 or on Charlie 1J obviously J I would go out Bravo 

1. 

Q Okay. 

A So depending on where the threat would come from. 
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BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q I think you may have touched on t his. 

REACT procedures or plans) was that the same thing? 

A Yes) sir. 

Q You have those) evac? 

A Uh-huh. 

Q Okay. Let's turn 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q And how many different REACT plans did you have? 

66 

A Well) it was -- it was one with different modifications to 

it) ma'am) depending on where our principal officer would be. 

Now) remember) in the TOCJ in the number 3 over here) t his is also 

where the princ i pal officer has her office . Her office was more or 

less in this area. 

If she is right there) we would use one of the vehicles right here. 

And depending on where the threat was coming from) we have three 

different gates to go out. So it would be something flexi ble that we 

would change) depending on what the situation on the ground was. 

We also had the different fighting positions th roughout the 

compound. One that comes to mind is this -- what I'm marking as a circle 

right here. We had sandbags right here. We also had them right here . 

We had them right here. And we had them right here . 

So we would utilize those t o either fight off the enemy or to 

protect our principal officer until we can get her inside one of the 
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vehicles. 

We also used the vehicles as safe havens. They were armored 

vehicles. They were open so that anybody could jump in there. And 

that was the plan that we had during my time there . 

Q Okay. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q With respect to -- let's call them security upgrades. 

A Uh-huh. 

Q So when you landed on the ground) what) if anything) did 

you notice needed to be upgraded or was sort of deficient? 

A Well) the walls. Some of the walls around the 

compound -- you have to see that these were homes. These were 

villa -- homes and villas. They were not made for the -- or with the 

security standards that we've gotten used to using around the world 

for a diplomatic compound. 

So some of the walls were too low. Obviously J sometimes you felt 

that you were too close to the street. But what we started doing is 

upgrading those walls) bringing them up at a higher level . We've also 

incorporated fencing around the compound. 

Things don't always happen as fast as you want them to. The money 

is not always available as fast as you want it to be available. So 

it's a slow process. But there was work going on at the time. 

If you can see right here where the explosion took place) we were 

already working on making a higher fence around that whole area. So) 

you know) those were some of the upgrades that come to mind. 
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We also changed our camera systems around so that they would have 

a better -- better view of the compound) and we also incorporated 

vehicle gates on all three gates. 

In the outside of gate Charlie) we put ba rr icades around to 

protect vehicles as they're coming in. So we were --we were making 

modifications at the time. 

Q Did you make any speci fie request or had the request already 

been put in? 

A Both who i s the one that initiated this 

process) had made a lot of those requests. However) during my time 

there) I became the person in charge of implementing them. 

So the request had already been made. I was the one dealing with 

the -- with engineer) with the construction personnel that were 

implementing the changes. 

Q I think you would agree there is physical security 

requirements for overseas posts in the State Department. Correct? 

A I agree with that. Yes . 

Q Do you believe that Benghazi -- the Benghazi compound met 

those requirement s or were on the way to meeting those requirements 

at the time you were there? 

A SirJ I'm no expert on those requirements and on these type 

of security upgrades. I know that Benghazi did not meet the 

requirements that I see now 111111111 or that I ' ve seen at other 

embassies. 

But I don't know what the specifics are as to how Benghazi 
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functioned, what type of diplomatic mission was it or if there's any 

requirements that are different for diplomatic missions than there are 

for consulates and embassies. 

Q Okay. You had mentioned some of the budget issues. 

Had you ever communicated or had ever communicated 

to you about the funding issues? How did budget come up? 

A The first time that budget came up was when I was supposed 

to go to Benghazi. I was supposed to go there on a 60-day TDY. I was 

told that I was being held back 2 weeks because they did not want an 

overlap of too many agents out there due to budget cuts or to budget 

issues. I was also told that the money for upgrades at the compound 

was not always available or was not readily available due to budget 

issues. 

And those are the two incidents where I now recall that being 

mentioned. And, yes, it was mostly through and also 

through a conversation that I had with the RSO, with Mr. 111111111, 
when he visited us to view what was taking place on the construction 

part of the compound. 

Q Earlier you had mentioned --

Ms. Jackson. Can I ask a couple of followups on the budget 

question? 

Mr. Grider. Yeah. I was going there. 

Ms. Jackson. Oh. So were you going 

Mr. Grider. You can tell me --

Ms. Jackson. I thought you were changing topics. 
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Ms. Jackson. Okay. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 
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Q With respect to -- you had mentioned about OS age nts having 

visa issues. 

A Yes . 

Q But you also mentioned that there may have been some 

communication about OS agents the timing of OS agents with respect 

to budget -- budget issues. Is that cor r ect? 

A Correct. I was never told that the agents that were 

supposed to assist me were being held fo r budget issues. 

Q Right. 

A What I was told was that they were being held for visa 

issues. · I was toldJ however J that we did not have five agents and that 

I was being held back 2 weeks from going there because of budget issues. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q Let me make sure I understand that. 

So you were initially delayed because of the budget issues. 

A Correct. 

Q Is that correct? 

A That is what my desk offi cer told me. 

Q That would have been ? 

A Correct. 

Q And they didn't want too ma ny agents the re at one time? 

A Correct. 
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Q Okay . And when you arrived, you became the fourth -- third 

or fourth agent? 

A I was the fourth for approximately a week . 

Q Okay. And just t o make sure I understand, were you also 

say ing that the reason that you never got five agent s i n Benghazi was 

because of budget i ssues? 

A That's what I was told by my desk office r. 

Q Again, Mr. -? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay. Did he indicate to you where he got that i nformation? 

A He specifica lly told me t hat he got it from Charlene Lamb. 

Q And did he indicate to you in any way that -- at what level 

that decision had been made within the State Department? 

A No. He -- he did not mention anybody else. He -- t he 

highest level that made the decision at IP was Charlene Lamb . So, yeah, 

he mentioned that to me. 

Q Were you aware that Be nghazi was supposed to have f i ve 

agents? 

A I was -- I was told before I got there and I told -- and 

I was told when I got there that it was a five - man post. 

Q Okay. 

A There is a -- an EE R t hat I have, an evaluation or perhaps 

an award that talks about, you know, i t being a five- man post. 

Q And you got an award because you were the only man standing 

there for awhile? 
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A Yes) ma'am. 

Q Okay. I mean) in the write-up) did it say that? 

A Somewhere -- somewhere it says that it was a five-man post. 

Q Okay. 

A Yeah. 

Q And was it or someone else who told you it was 

to be a five-man post before you arrived in Benghazi? 

A told me. The RSO at the time) 

told me . Also) the RSO in Tripoli told me. 

Q Mr.-? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay. And when you -- at the time that you were going into 

Benghazi) had you also been told that there was never going to be five 

men there -- or five agents there? 

A Well) I don't recall someone) let's say) at headqua rters 

telling me that. Just the situation on the ground told me that I wasn 't 

going to see five men during the time I was there. 

Q And that) you were told) was due to budget reasons? 

A We ll) like I said) rna' am) there's two issues right here that 

I was told. One was the visa issue) and t he other one was the budget ing 

issue. 

Q Was the visa issue a matter of timing i n t hat the visas would 

come eventually) you just had to wait for them? 

A That is correct) ma'am. That 's what I was led to believe. 

Q So at no time were you led to believe that there was a 
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moratorium or a ceasing of issuing any visas to Americans? 

A The specifics that I was told, ma'am, was that we were not 

issuing a visa to the Libyan Ambassador to the U.S. and that he had -- or 

to his family and he had to keep his family in Canada, as I understa nd, 

and, because of that, he was not happy with us and then, therefore, 

not issuing visas to us. 

That was - - that is what I was told specifically when I kept on 

insisting on why we were not getting visas. I don't know the truth 

of that. Again, that also came from my des k officer, 

Q Okay. Good. 

Ms . Jackson . Go ahead. Because we have about 5 minutes. 

Mr. Grider. Yeah. I know. We got to move. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Are you familiar with the term "turnover notes"? 

Uh-huh . A 

Q Okay. What, if anything, did give you or 

communicate to you? 

A did a fantastic job while he was ove r 

there. He's the one who started this whole security upgrades that were 

taking place in the compound. 

You know, I spent - -I don't know -- 2 to 3 wee ks wit h- before 

he left, and there was really not the need for him to tu r n over any -- any 

notes to me. 

But what -- one thing he did convey to me was to make sure that 

the security upgrades kept on - - kept on taking place. It was a big 
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concern of his. And, you know, I made sure that they did. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q And when -- then, when you were replaced, did you do the 

same thing? First of all, did you have overlaps so that it was verbal 

or did you do any write-up report? 

A Yes, ma'am. I had an overlap where it was --it was verbal. 

took over as the RSO. She is a very experienced 

senior agent who had been an RSO before in Syria and several hot spots. 

But, yeah, she was very willing to listen to what I had to say, and 

we had that -- that overlap opportunity. 

Q Okay. To your recollection, were there any write-ups that 

were done as to the security environment in Benghazi --

A Yes. 

Q -- as to the things that had been requested and was in 

progress? 

A Yes, ma'am. There was an overall write-up that one RSO 

t urned over to the next . And, you know, that write-up was then modified 

by the next RSO. 

Unfortunately, t he TDYs were very short, in my opinion, should 

have been longer, and, you know, what was your plan and what was your 

strategy changed drastically because, you know, 45 days later a new 

agent takes over. So -- but, yeah, there was a 

a write - up. Yeah. 

Q Okay . 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

there was always 

t 
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Q I would like to do some quick leading questions here. 

Is it your opinion that Libyans had ready access to weapons and 

explosives and other types of items that can harm people? 

A Yes, they did. 

Q I think you communicated earlier that you did hear gunfire 

routinely. 

A Almost on a daily basis, sir. 

Q And could you distinguish between the handgun fire and 

AK-47? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Obviously, there were -- were there anti-aircraft 

artillery? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And what about RPGs? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And with respect to tripwires -- are you familiar with that 

term? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Can you explain briefly what a tripwire is. 

A Well, if -- are you referring to tripwire as to an event 

that is indicative of something else to happen or what -- what exactly 

are you referring to? 

Q I guess what is your understanding with respect to the State 

Department when they use the term "tripwire"? 

A I cannot -- I'm no expert with State Department stuff, sir . 
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I can tell you what --

0 I'm sorry. DS. I apologize . 

A No. No. 

Q Well) you have experience -- it sounds like you have 

experience) and tripwires have been in more of your -- in your prior 

experience as well. 

A Yes) sir. 

Q And was that term used during the DS -- during your DS 

experience) has it been used? 

A I think --I think it has been used more on the policy side) 

sir. You know) us) as agents out there on the ground) we can -- we 

can only observe a particular incident. 

For example) the attack on the U.N.) the attack on the British 

Ambassador) that) to us) is indicative of) if it happens to them) it'll 

happen to us if we're not careful. So I guess we could use it like 

that. I don 't know what our policymakers or supervisors here in D.C. 

use it as. 

BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q Well) let me ask you this: Did either of those events or 

any other events that occurred in Benghazi when you were there cause 

you to consider or recommend to the principal officer that you depart 

the country? 

A No) ma'am. I thin k that's a decision that's way above my 

pay grade. My job is to go over there and make it as safe as I possibly 

can . 
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A lot of it --you knowJ we operate around the worldJ malamJ in 

very difficult places. That Is what ma kes us different thanJ let Is say J 

the Secret Service or another agency that operates in a sterile 

environment. 

What I recommend is mod i fications to mitigate the risks . It is 

not up to me to decide whether} you knowJ we should be in a particular 

spot or not. So I never made such recommendations . 

I did make recommendations such asJ "No. We cannot go out 

tonight" orJ "We cannot got to that place . " And she was always very 

willing to listen to me on that . 

Q Did the principal officer ever discuss with you t he 

possibility of leaving the country because of the incidents? 

A We always believed -- and this is in conversation with her 

and with other personnel - - that this was a temporary facility} that 

we would be in Benghazi temporarily. And they - - we always believed 

thatJ you know --or the person before us believed that they were going 

to shut it down during their time . 

But I never heard it from her saying} "Hey J we Ire goi ng to leave 

next month" orJ "We 're going to shut this place down soon" or -- it 

was just a bel ief of someth ing t hat we had . 

Ms. Jackson. Okay. Are you done? 

Mr. Grider . Do you have any idea any other --

Ms . Jackson. Just follow-up . 

Mr. Grider . Go ahead . 

Ms . Jackson. Okay. 
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BY MS. JACKSON: 

Q You know that there was an Accountability Review Board --

A Yes) ma'am. 

Q -- on this incident. 

Did you ever speak to the ARB? 

A I did not. 

Q You did not. 

Did you ask to? 

A I did not. 

Q Did you provide any documentation to the ARB? 

A I provided documentation to the FBI's JTTF. I was 

interviewed by them. I also provided documentation to my supervisors 

at the 

to. 

field office) and I'm not sure who they provided it 

Q Okay. And when you provided information to your 

supervisors at the field office) what was that in response 

to? Was it their request or did you get a request? 

A No. I believe all of DS got a request to provide whatever 

documents you had from your time in Benghazi. I kept my emails. So 

I printed them all out) and I passed them on to them. 

Q What about the report that you wrote? 

A That was -- that was also supplied. Yes) ma'am. 

Q That was part of an email? 

A That was part of an email. Yeah. 

After I came back -- I sent in several emails explaining what had 
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happened and everything. But after I came back that first week, I sat 

down and I organized all my emails, all the information, and put it 

together with the pictures that I had and t he map of the compound. And, 

yes, I provided that. 

Q So t hat would have -- you put it all together in April 

of 2012? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay . And so you had essentially a Benghazi file? 

A Yes. Well, Benghazi report. Yes, ma'am. 

Q Okay. Of this event or of your entire experience in 

Benghazi? 

A Of this event. 

Q Okay. 

A And what I provided my supervisors were all the emails that 

I had on Benghazi. 

Q Okay. And who was your supervisor at the time that received 

those? 

A was the SAC, special agent in charge, of the 

field office, and I guess it went to him. 

Q And that was in response to something that came out 

department-wide? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay. 

Ms. Jackson. We are out of time. 

Mr. Grider . Yeah. Let me check with -- counsel, I have 5 emails 

t 
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Ms. Sawyer. Yea h. Well, do you guys need a break? 
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Mr. Evers. Why don't we take a quic k break. Let's just take a 

quick break. 

Ms . Jackson. The witness was saying no. 

Mr. Evers. I could use a break. 

Ms . Jackson. We 'll go off the record. 

Mr. Grider. Go off the record. 

[Recess. ] 
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Mr. Grider. We are ready to go back on the record. 

Special Agent) I have given you some exhibits. We are going to 

go one by one) and I will identify each exhibit. We are going to start 

with -- I will call it government exhibit No. 2) document No. Charlie 

05390467. 

[1111111 Exhibit No. 2 

Was marked for identification.] 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q The best way that I have worked through this before is 

that and have you had a chance to sort of review this document? 

A I did. 

Q As I communicated to you before) obviously) we know that 

emailsJ there's a lot of context in emails. I think there's some 

specific areas that I just wanted to touch on and maybe you can sort 

of give us a little bit more context) and then we will move to the next 

one. 

I'm going to let you just sort of identify just --we are going 

to talk about some of the first two emails) and maybe you can read this 

email. First) can you say who is -- the date) you know) who it 

wa s who you sent it to) and then --

A Okay. The first email is on Friday) April 6. This is 

taking place at 4 :26a .m.) whic h could be right. I'm sending it to 
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) which is my desk officer located here in Wash ington) D.C. 

Basically) I'm probably answering one of his emails. He is -- I'm 

responding to him telling me that I'm going to have to be alone a few 

more days. I'm just reminding him that I have a flight back on the 

16th) and that's it. 

Q So let's go ahead and read the first) just the first email. -? 
A -J lots of work) but it's been a good experience thus 

far. No problem on the solo a few more days. I can do this until t he 

16th when I need to catch a bird home. 

Q And just generally for the record) "solo " means? 

A Alone. 

Q That you were there --

A Alone. 

Q Okay. And) in an earlier email) did - indicate that 

you are going to be flying solo a few additiona l days? 

A That is correct . 

Q And did he ask you) you know) let you know if you had any 

questions or concerns? 

A Yes) he does. 

Q And) just out of curiosity) you had stated here that you 

can do this until the 16th when you need to - - what did you have some 

other obligations) or --

A Yes) I was going to ) and 

that was my obligation. 
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Q There you have it. Any other? 

Mr. Grider . Al l right) let's move to government exhibit No. 3J 

document No . Charlie 05390489. 

[1111111 Exhibit No . 3 

Was marked for identification. ] 

BY MR . GRIDER: 

Q Ca n you walk us through thi s email and let' sJ you know) start 

with the first twoJ but let ' s start with the number one on topJ who 

it is from) to whom) and the date) and then we can wa l k through it. 

A This is an email from on the top J it says J 

but it says it is from And it is addressed to me. 

It says) IIIIJ thanks for keeping us updated and excellent work 

over the weekend handling this by yourse lf. This has the front 

of fice's attention) so let us know about any developments . Regards) 

1111· 
Q Let's --can we move-- I 'm going t o come back to that) but 

can we move to the second email on Monday J April 9 J 2012) at 9:54 a.m.? 

A That' s correct. It ' s addressed to J and --

Q Go ahead and read that one for usJ please . 

A Okay: Upon examination of all recordings from compound 

cameras) I found that it captured part of the flash of the explosion 

as well as the smoke . This confirms the statements by the guards of 

the location and force of the explosion. It did occur within the 

grounds of the mission) and it was a powerful blast. From what I can 

gather) the device must have exploded in the air prior to hitting the 
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ground. Not much out there to damage either. 

Q Okay. And who is ? 

A You know, sir, as I recall, he is part of IP. He is one 

of supervisors. But I did not have much contact with 

them until this incident. So I don't know exactly what billet he had 

at IP . 

Q And IP? 

A International Posting, is it? International Programs? 

Ms. Jackson. Something like that. 

Mr. Grider. Okay, fair enough. 

BY MR . GRIDER: 

Q And was he located in -- or do you know where he was located? 

A I knew he worked in the same building that did. 

Q More than likely in Washington, D.C., is that correct? 

A Correct. 

Q And what was your understandi ng of his statement, "Thi s has 

the front office ' s attention"? What was your understanding of why he 

would say that about that particular --

A Well, I gues s he is trying to convey to me the importance 

level that this incident had . 

Q And what was your understanding -- "front office" -- that 

means? 

A I have heard two different meanings to it. I have heard 

that it has the attention of the Director- or the attention of the 

Secretary of State. 
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pronouncing his name correctly, was above 

correct? 

A Correct. 

, is that 
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Ms. Jackson. Following this email, did you get any clarity on 

whether it meant -- the front office meant the director of DS or the 

Secretary of State? 

Mr. 1111111~ I did not. 

Ms. Jackson . Okay. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q This email is referring to the April 6? 

A It is referring to the bombing of the compound, yes. 

Q And, at that time, you were there -- obviously, you were 

there flying -- you were there by yourself, is that correct? 

A That is correct, sir. 

Mr. Grider. Okay, let's turn to government exhibit No. 4, 

please, document No. Charlie 05390477. 

[1111111 Exhibit No. 4 

Was marked for identification.] 

Q If you can just walk us, you know, it's from you, the date, 

and then just give us a brief --

A Okay. This is from me to my desk officer , as 

you said, on April 7, at 5:51 a.m. In it, I'm advising him of the 

situation out there. And I wrote, Neither the RSO nor the local 

security forces in Benghazi have the capability to conduct a proper 
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post-blast investigation . The information below is only my initial 

assessment. The investigation is still underway, and the suspects are 

still under custody. 

Q Okay. Well, let's walk through that one. Go ahead. 

A Well, I named the two suspects, which had been erased from 

the email. And I state, you know, what their status were with the Blue 

Mountain Security Company, and then I move on to talk about the -- what 

I found on the IED that was used. 

Q Okay, here you say it was -- point two, it says, It was 

compact enough to throw over a 10-foot high wall, but powerful enough 

to create a very l oud blast. 

What was the height of the wall at the time? 

A It was approximately 10 foot. 

Q Okay . Going back to the first paragraph, what was 

your what did you mean that neither the RSO nor the local security 

had the capability to conduct a proper post-blast investigation? 

A Well, the local security for ces did not have the expe rtise 

to investigate these type of events. In other words, they did not have 

the training or the equipment to be able to tell me what type of 

explosives were used or, you know, what fragmentation were used with 

them, that sort of thing . 

I -- my knowledge of explosives is making them blow up, not 

investigating them. So I also did not have the expertise to do a proper 

investigation. 

Q And this is 1 day after the April 6 incident that occurred . 
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And you were essentially conducting t he investigation by yourself) is 

that correct? 

A That is correct. I did take members of the investigative 

team late r on to view the post-blast site) but I determined that they 

were not - - they did not have the capabilities. 

Mr. Grider . Let's go ahead and turn to government exhibit No. 

51 document No. Charlie 05392123. 

[1111111 Exhibit No. 5 

Was marked for identification.] 

BY MR. GRIDER : 

Q Let's just -- we can focus our attention on the first 

section. If you can just walk us through the date 1 the time 1 who it 

is from 1 and your understanding. 

A This is from 

on April 7 1 at 12:04 a .m . 

-· 
1 which was the RSO in Tripoli 1 

I have cc'd Principal Officer 11111111 

And it says)-) will you give more details on the type 1 makeup 

of the lED. Please forward. I guess there's a reason walls are 

supposed to be 9-foot high .•. 

Q What's your understanding? 

A Well 1 I think he is asking for more information on the lED. 

And he is also -- because we have wa lls in the compound that were not 

9-foot high 1 he is also stating that 1 you know 1 there is a reason why 

the walls need to be higher. 

Q Right. So 1 relating back to government exhibit 11 where 
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you were discussing with us sort of there was a building project of 

the walls going up? 

A Yes. 

Q I guess, you know, my question, was the wall at sort of the 

9- or 10 -foot height at the time, or was it in the process of being --

A Well, the wal l that they threw the device over was 10-foot 

high, and that's the reason why I refer to that in my email. However, 

there were other wal l s around the compound that did not meet that 

height. 

Q Okay. All right, l et's turn to government exhibit No.6, 

document No. Charlie 05392846 . And I guess, prior to going over this , 

I guess -- going over this email, was there a process? I t hin k we talked 

about the communications. Was there a process that you had been 

briefed on or communicated -- how to communicate via email, to your 

knowledge? 

A Yes . However, t his did not apply to us in Benghazi. And 

I will tell you why . We did not have the appropriat e system in place 

to be able to do the spot reporting that other, you know, more 

established diplomatic posts do have. So, whereas, now, I wou ld go 

into our Web site and it will allow me to conduct a -- or to do a Spot 

Report with a particular -- with particular settings, and I put in 

different parts of the Spot Report into this program; we did not have 

t hi s in Benghazi. What we were doing is, we were taking a regular Word 

document, and we were -- we would write the Spot Report with a simil ar 

format, and then we would send it out to -- we were given a list of 
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people to send it out to . The previous Spot Report by the previous 

RSO had been sent to those same people because Outlook, the system that 

we use, you know, in the State Department, was not always operational 

in Libya. Some people -- and in this case one person - - had provided 

a Gmail account because it had been used in the past multiple times. 

I just cut and paste the same addresses it had been sent to, and t hose 

are the people that I sent this to . 

Apparently, someone at headquarters saw that and, you know, 

realized that that wa s not proper. They corrected me. And I took t hat 

address out of there. 

Q Can we just walk through who it is from, the date and - -

A Sure. It is from , my desk officer. The date 

is April 2, 2012, at 4 :40 p. m. It i s a response to Benghazi RSO Spot 

Report: ., excellent report. In the future, do not send these to 

Gmail accounts as they are consi dered SBU and should stay on our DOS 

open net system . I wil l send you additional information on the class 

net. FYI, no visas. I'm extremely doubtful about tomorrow. Not sure 

what is going on. Foils are here, but no visas yet. Regards, IIIII 

-· Q And SBU is sensitive but unclassified? 

A Yes, exactly. 

Q Okay, anything? 

BY MS . JACKSON : 

Q Who had you sent this to on a Gmail account? 

A Someone at the Embassy in Tripoli, as I recall. One of the 
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personnel on the distro list instead of putting a State Department 

account, put down the Gmail account because they were having, I guess, 

similar problems that we were with no access to open net. 

Q Okay. So because you were having electronic mail 

communication problems, you had set up -- these Gmail accounts had been 

set up prior to you getting there. 

A Correct. And not by me, not by us. They were set up from 

Tripoli as I recall. 

Q Okay. Do you recall the first, when we go down to the bottom 

of page 1 of exhibit 6, where it says, on the cc line, "Benghazi RSO," 

do you recall that that was also a Gmail account? 

A Where is "Benghazi RSO" again? 

Q On the bottom of the page 1, where it is an email from you, 

sent Monday, April 2, at 4:17p.m. It has "to" line and then it has 

a cc line and the first one is a --

A Benghazi RSO. 

Q Right. A truncated email address. Do you recall that that 

wa s also a Gmail account? 

A I don't recall, but what I'm seeing here is the Tripoli TOC 

as well as the RSO Tripoli, they are both Gmail . They say Gmail, and 

I guess I would imagine Benghazi RSO would --you know, what, I don't 

know. 

Q Okay, all right. Fair enough. Thank you. 

BY MR. GRIDER: 

Q Okay, I just want to point out for the record, I think we 
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talked about) you know) going back through emails. On all of the emails 

from your colleague and supervisor on government exhibit No. 6) 

excellent) they say excellent report. 

Government exhibit No. 3) they say) 1111) thanks for keeping us 

updated. Excellent work over the weekend handling this by yourself. 

And it looks like) once again) in government exhibit 

No . 2 is than king you for your hard work and being in a difficult 

situation over there by yourself. 

So I want to point that out for the record . And ) also) I believe 

you articulated that you received some level of commendation. Can you 

tell us about that? 

A I believe it was a meritorious honor award that I received 

on that. 

Q For your time in 

A In Benghazi. 

Q in Benghazi. Those are all the questions I have. 

Just until we address a few other matters a little bit later) but 

I want to) on behalf of the majority and the committee) and 

uniquely -- how you were uniquely situated in a time period by yourself) 

and point out for the record how the commendations and also how your 

colleagues congratulated you and appreciated the good work that you 

did in a very tough situation. And so I want you) as I communicated 

off the record to you) to know that your professionalism) your hard 

work) and this is not an easy situation) and I want to thank you for 

your service) and really appreciate) you know) our dialogue here and 
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the information that you have given us . 

A Thank you, sir. 

Ms. Jackson. Thank you. Okay. Let's go off the record. It is 

1:03 . 

[Recess .] 

Mr. Desai. Let' s go back on the record. The time is 

approximately 1 :47 . Special Agent 1111111, good afternoon. Let me 

just take this opportunity to introduce myse lf . I am Ronak Desai. I 

am one of the counsels with the minority staff of the committee. I'm 

joined by my colleagues this afternoon, Heather Sawyer, and Brent 

Woolfork . 

And on behalf of the minority, both the staff and the members, 

we want to thank you for your appearance here today on such a beautiful 

afternoon, and I want to thank you for your longstanding and ongoing 

service to this country. So thank you so much. 

EXAMI NATION 

BY MR. DESAI: 

Q I'm just going to jump right into it so we can try to be 

efficiently -- get you out of here as possible . 

So if I can redirect your attention to the April 6 IED attack. 

And the question I wanted to ask you is, did t hat attack trigger any 

changes to the mission security posture that you can recall? 

A Well, we continued with requesting more personnel, and 

eventually, we did receive temporary additional personnel. I'm not 

sure what that did to speed up the visa process . We continued on with 
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what we were already working onJ the fence lineJ and other than thatJ 

we were just even more extra careful in our movements} and we mi nimized} 

you knowJ the outside movements. Another thing is the Principal 

Officer used t o run the perimeter line sometimes within the compound. 

She stopped doing that as I asked her t o. And we were just at a higher 

alert. 

Q OkayJ and the additional personnel that you received} do 

you remember how soon after t he attack you received that personnel? 

A I do not remember how soonJ no . It could have been 1 week 

later. What happened was is J eventually} the two people slotted to 

go to Benghazi} which was and 

arrived. In addition to thatJ we had a planned movement to DarnahJ 

and I had requested -- I take this back. I just remembered. 

The RSO and a reservist lieutenant colonel from Benghazi -- I'm 

sorry J from Tripoli} visited me in Benghazi. What I don't recall were 

the dates on that. But going back to what I was saying ea r lier J -

and did arrive in country . In addition 

to thatJ I had requested more people for a movement that I had to DarnahJ 

and I received three Speci al Forces soldiers that were stationed in 

Tripoli at the time. 

Q And if I can just ask you with r espect to that incident on 

April 6 aboutJ firstJ the adequacy of the LGF if we can start there . 

And one thingJ during the last session} you were talking to my 

colleagues in the majority. So the device comes over the wal l. There 

is an explosion} and then J after a certain period of timeJ you said 
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the duck-and-cover alarm is activated) the IDNS? 

A Correct. 

Q And if I recall correctly) it was one of the local guards 

that activated that alarm, is that correct? 

A That is correct. 

Q And I believe you had said that t hey finally activated that 

alarm. How much time passed from when you heard the explosions to when 

the alarm was activated? 

A I I m estimating here, but it could have been 2 to 3 minutes) 

2 minutes) maybe. I guess you expect it to go -- for them to press 

a button right away ) but yeah. About 2 minutes. 

Q And, in terms of their role in supporting the response to 

that incident) I know you had said that expectations for the LGF weren It 

particularly high? 

A They were not. 

Q But) with respect to this incident) did they perform as you 

would expect them to given what their role is supposed to be? 

A No. What they basically did is, some of them went and hid. 

Others just stood by. I was --you know) out of a profess i onal guard 

force, you expect their support in manni ng their posts and searching, 

helping you search for any intruders, that sort of thing. But like 

I said) our expectations were low. 

Q And let me turn to the QRF t he n. So there were a certain 

number of QRF that were already on t he compound) is t hat correct? 

A That is correct. 
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Q And what was the adequacy of their response if you had to 

describe it to me? 

A You know, I am amazed at how loyal they were to certain 

Americans. I don't believe that they had this loyalty specifically 

to the United States, but they did have a l oyalty to some of those agents 

that spent time with them, training them, working out with them, sharing 

a meal with them. And on all of the different situations that we had 

while I was there, they were always present . 

I will tell you, they were not professionally trained. They had 

not gone through a military academy or anything like t hat . They had 

had different levels of experience as members of the militia t hat fought 

against Qadhafi, but one thing I could count on while I was there is 

that if I needed their help, they were going to be there. Perhaps, 

you know, they wouldn't use the tactics that you would expect a 

professional QRF to use or that sort of thing, but they were there. 

Q So the alarm is activated. I th i nk you had told us during 

the last session that some of these QRF members took defensive positions 

in the compound. Is that right? 

A That is correct. We had -- I had trained them on the 

different positions I wanted them to take in a situation like this. 

And that is what two of them did. The third one at some point was told 

by the guards that there was a car outside, or he t ook it upon himself 

to go patrol the outside of the perimeter, but yeah, they all responded. 

Q And you mentioned training. How, in your view, when you 

did train, whether it was either the LG F or the QRF, how responsive 
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were they to that training? 

A The members of the QRF were very responsive. That varied 

at different levels with the Local Guard Force. 

Q So QRF J the members take up defensive positions inside the 

compoundJ and I think you had also said thatJ outside the compoundJ 

there was already one of these QRF individuals waiting for you is that 

right? 

A The individual outside of the compound reacted to a vehicle 

that was parked somewhat on the -- on one of the perimeter -- wellJ 

somewhere on one of the side streets. AndJ yeahJ he apprehended the 

two individuals out there. 

Q OkayJ so if we can talk about those two individuals. So 

the QRF member apprehends these guys. You say they fired a warning 

shot? 

A Two warning shots. 

Q Two warning shots. And this was standard operating 

procedures amongst the LibyansJ is that right? 

A For the LibyansJ yes. Not only in LibyaJ but in other 

countriesJ they still use warning shots. 

Q OkayJ and the two individuals that he had detained --

A Yes. 

Q -- one was a former member of the LGFJ is that right? 

A Correct. One that had been fired for vandalism. 

Q So one is an individual that you had fired a week before 

for vandalism? 
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A Yes. 

Q And then the second one was a current member of the LGF, 

is that right? 

A That is correct, one that had been demoted as a supervisor 

to a normal guard. 

Q Okay. So one is a recently fired member, and one is, at 

that time, a currently demoted member of the LGF? 

A Correct. 

Q The question I want to ask you with respect to that then 

is, this IED comes over the wal l and in terms of the motivation of that 

attack, from what it appears to be with these two individuals, these 

are suspects who are -- you know, allegedly have done this. This looks 

li ke an employment dispute to a certain extent -- right that they 

had -- one had been fired. One had been demoted. And, as a result, 

they decided to throw this device over the wal l? 

A Well, I look at it as a terrorist attack on a U.S. Government 

compound. Li ke I said, I was unable to question them myself. And I 

don't believe the locals did a very good job in doing so. I don't know 

what their affiliations might have been to other groups or other 

organizations . So what may look to us as a typical work dispute, could 

be something else, but I don 't know that. 

Q Do you have any information, or did you at that 

time -- again, you said you didn't have the ability to interrogate these 

suspects individually -- that would have made you think that this was 

motivated by terrorism, extremism, or something else based on the 
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information available to you at that time or even now? 

A Well, regardless of whatever motives they were, to me, this 

was a terrorist act. But I have nothing that would point to me, or 

that is indicative that they were acting as part of another group or 

organization. 

Q Okay. And we also talked about, I guess, the protest that 

had taken place before the IED attack. Is that right, where these 

guards after their shifts were over, one was sent to the vehicle 

clearing area --

A Correct. 

Q -- and decided -- that was also, I think you had said, 

connected to the fact that they had not been paid, is that r ight? 

A That is correct, yes. 

Q Okay, and was there any other indication that you had at 

the time or now that that was linked to something else beyond the fact 

that they hadn't been paid by their employe r ? 

A No . I went out there myself to try to investigate as to 

what was going on, taking place. And I asked them directly what the 

problem was, and they told me about it. The British supervisor that 

was in country at the time showed up. I asked him if there was any 

validity to what they were saying. He said yes. He told me the reason. 

And, yeah, that's -- as far as I know, that's the reason why they were 

protesting. 

Q Do you remember that gentleman's name, the one that was 

from the representative from the U.K.? 
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A I do not. 

Q And no problem? 

A He would be in one of my emails or one of my reports, but 

I do not remember. 

Q And after this protest had happened, I think you had said 

during the last session that a representative from Blue Mountain had 

gotten in touch with you, and you said he had ta ken care of it. 

Do you remember what that entailed, and, you know, what those 

efforts were to address this situation? 

A Well, it was the same same individual. 

Q Okay, it was the same 

A Somehow they managed to get the money in earlier. Again, 

the guards wanted to be paid in cash, and you know, they had to f l y 

in the money. And so, yes, somehow they got the money in their end, 

and they took care of it by the next day, I believe. 

Q So they were generally responsive within a relatively short 

period of time? 

A Yes . 

Q Okay. After you communicated your concerns over what had 

happened? 

A That ' s correct. I believe that they were embarrassed as 

to what happened. 

Q Moving on from April 6 to April 10 -- oh, please. 

BY MS. SAWYER: 

Q I just had a couple of quick questions about that. First, 
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just the local guard force. You had indicated that they did not perform 

well on that particular night. So I was just -- you said that some 

hid, and others simply stood by. 

A Yes, ma'am. 

Q Did you attempt during the incident at all to provide them 

with direction, or did you have a chance to do that? 

A Well, ma'am, as we moved throughout the compound, we would 

run into -- there was three gates being manned, and there was a -- at 

least two rovers, a supervisor and another rover. And you try to engage 

them as to, hey, do you see anything here, have you spotted any movement, 

that sort of thing. And, you know, what you find is that they 

either -- they froze, they don't want to talk or cooperate, or --did 

I specifically tell someone at that point, you go over here, or you -- I 

don't recall. I imagine I could have . I don't know . 

I was too concerned about clearing the compound. However, they 

had already had instructions as to, in an event like this, to secure 

their zone and to notify us, you know, of the status of it. And that 

is something that we did not get. We also did not get -- that explosion 

and that alarm shouldn ' t have been so far apart. As the explosion goes 

off, your finger is pushing that button. 

Q Yes. And so did you have a chance then to raise some of 

these concerns with their supervisor or directly with them after the 

fact? Did you get that chance? 

A Yes, rna' am. You know, I learned throughout the years, you 

use the carrot and the stick. And I tried it all. You know, I tried 
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to motivate them in many ways throughout my time there, and I also, 

you know, I fired one. I demoted another one. You know, I go around 

and check on them and, you know, make sure they are not sleeping at 

night, making fires, that sort of thing . So everything was always 

addressed. It's-- they needed to know when they did something right 

and when they did something -- something wrong. If you go through my 

emails, on several of them, I'm going to be talking about the guard 

force and about the different issues with them. I spent a lot of my 

own time training them on simple things, such as searching a vehicle, 

searching people as they come in, that sort of thing. So whatever it 

was that we did not agree as to what they did, they knew about it. And 

their supervisors knew about it. 

Q And I think you had indicated with my colleagues that you 

felt their supervisor was pretty responsive, that at least the time 

when you raised the vandalism, I think the way you described it was 

he fired that person on the spot. Did you feel that the supervisors 

were responsive when you would raise other performance-related 

concerns? 

A Yes, rna' am. I think that they were. But there is a problem 

when the supervisors are based in, l et ' s say, the U.K., and the 

employees are there in Benghazi, and that is perhaps the reason why 

they felt compelled to send a representative. The initial supervisor 

t hat they sent out there was a retired British Army sergeant major who 

is now living in Thailand. But the problem is that this is a for- profit 

company, and they also don ' t want to waste a lot of time in their 
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training. So what they were doing is after every shift, they wanted 

to train them for a half-hour to an hour. And someone that has a 

background in training will tell you that when you do not have a trained 

force with that -- or with that background, half an hour or an hour 

a day after shift is not enough. And I think our complaints made it 

all the way to their top management, and that's probably the reason 

why one of the owners went out there to see what the situation was. 

Q Yeah, I would just direct your attention briefly to 

exhibit 2, which I think I'm going to have to borrow back, which 

is -- which you discussed with one of my colleagues last hour. And 

some of what you were just discussing if you take a look, I will just 

direct your attention to page two of that, where you are talking about 

the guard force. And I think you have captured for us very nicely what 

some of the challenges you faced in a lot of the work you were doing. 

But it does indicate the issue you talked about the training --

A Yes, ma'am. 

Q -- and it not being 

A Fifteen minutes. 

Q Yeah, and it indicates there that it looks like they were 

sending out a new trainer. And it just says, I will just read to you. 

It says, We will meet this guy tomorrow and give you my take on him 

then. 

So I was just wondering if you did have an opportunity to meet 

with him, what your view of him was, whether he helped with some of 

the issues around training up the local guard force or helping them 
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perform better? 

A Well~ rna' am~ I can tell you that the first trainer that they 

sent out there~ the gentleman that was there when this guard was fired~ 

he was eventually removed by the owner because he was not -- the owner 

of the company was not happy with the changes taking place. Another 

trainer was sent there who did a much better job. But~ again~ I go 

back to --perhaps it's not so much the trainer. Perhaps~ it is the 

people that they have to work with. And in addition to that -- well~ 

the people he has to work with that don't have that -- the discipline~ 

or the background in something like this~ and someone like that needs 

to go through a longer training phase than~ you know~ 1 day or 

15 minutes or that sort of thing. 

Q And you felt with regard to the QRF which -- at least the 

internal ones worked directly with you and the other DS agents -- did 

better in responding to the training that you would provide for them? 

A Yes~ ma'am . First of all~ they had no training prior to 

that. They were your typical Libyan citizens living their life and 

then joined the revolution at some point~ and that's what made them 

part of the militia . So I thought that it was important that they learn 

some basic~ you know~ security basic techniques~ learn between lethal 

and nonlethal force~ how to clear rooms~ that sort of thing. So they 

responded very well to it. It was a way for us to build stronger bonds 

with them ~ and you know~ if they are going to have your bac k~ you need 

to spend time with~ you know~ sharing some of the knowledge or skills 

that you have. 
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Q And when you were talking to my colleague just a minute ago 

and you were talking about that April 6 incident> and you described 

it as a terrorist act because it had been an act of violence> a bomb 

thrown at a U.S. facility> and you said -- I think the way you described 

it was you didn't know of anything to indicate that the individuals> 

at least initially apprehended and suspected of being involved> were 

part of a terrorist organization. 

A Well> ma'am) so I 'm not sure I understand what the question 

is. 

Q Yeah> I haven't asked one yet> but I thought maybe -- but 

that's okay. That was my preamble. 

A Okay . 

Q So did you at any time when you were there with regard to 

the QRF individuals you were working with on compound> did you come 

to have a suspicion that any of them were affiliated with a terrorist 

organ ization or an extremist organization? 

A Any of the individuals working on the compound> is this QRF 

and local guard force> or --

Q Ye s . Both> either . 

A No> ma'am. We had no such information. If we would have> 

we definitely -- they wouldn't have been working there. As to> you 

know 

Q So let me just stop you there. 

A Uh-huh. 

Q They wouldn't have been working there because? 
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A We wouldn't have-- if we knew that someone was affiliated 

with a terrorist organization) they would not be employed by the U.S. 

Government) or at least not us. 

Q And if you had had those suspicions) would you then have 

also reported them either to your colleagues -- you said earlier that 

you had a close relationship with the So 

would you) for example) have reported that to 111111111? 

A Yes) ma'am. There is a particular case that we will 

probably discuss later on that came close to that. And I reported it 

to my colleagues. 

Q Okay. But with regard to any of the local guard force and 

the QRFJ you did not report any suspicions? 

A Well) I don't know if I -- if I might have written something 

that I'm just not recalling right now) ma ' am) but I don't recall that . 

Q Not to my knowledge. I'm not asking you based on -- I'm 

just asking you based on your recollection. 

A No. If something like that would have taken place) rna' am) 

I definitely would have shared that information with them. I did not 

suspect anyone in particular that worked for us to belong to a terrorist 

organization or anything like that . But in a place like Libya) post 

revolution) with so many armed groups and our limited access to conduct 

the proper investigation) you just -- you just never know. 

As to the attack that took place that day J rna' am) you know) I don't 

know what it's being categorized asJ but me) on ,the ground) regardless 

of who did it and regardless of their affiliation to any organization) 
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I still considered it -- or I considered it then and I do now a terrorist 

attack . 

Q Do you know if anyone ever was -- I don't know if we had 

covered it-- I know those two individuals were initially apprehended . 

A YesJ ma'am. 

Q Do you know if anyone was ever charged? 

A And that's a point of frustration out thereJ ma'am . With 

a broken legal systemJ the only system in operation in Benghazi at the 

time was their legal -- I'm sorry J their military prosecuto r 's office. 

I worked very hard to get them to take this seriously because initially 

they tried to tell me that it was justJ you knowJ celebratory bomb 

throwing) I guess you can call it. And although all of the elements 

of a terrorist actJ of a crime of that sortJ were there) they 

demanded -- what did they call it -- solid evidence. And to t hem) sol id 

evidence was a piece of the device) and when it blows upJ there's no 

pieces left . 

So IJ during the time that I was there) the case was still in 

process. I know that their family made a lot of demands fo r t hem to 

be released. We maintain a political pressure on them to hold them. 

To be honest with youJ I doubt that t hey were event ua lly prosecuted. 

They even tried to come after the militia member that apprehe nded them 

with legal charges against him. But I don't know what became of it. 

Once I left Benghazi) I lost track as to what happened out there . 

BY MR. DESAI: 

Q And in terms of the QRF or LGFJ what were the alternatives 
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on the ground as opposed to employing these folks? 

A You know, sir, I will tell you, I think t he alternatives 

were pretty narrow, pretty small. I guess, you know, former police 

members could have been an alternative, but then again, they worked 

under Qadhafi in that type of environment. So I don't know. Ot her 

people brought in ot her guards from overseas, I guess, but, you know, 

locals, very slim alternatives. 

Q So moving to April 10th, and this is the attack on the U. N. 

Specia l Envoy , just briefly, you had mentioned t hat t he U.S. Mission 

security posture did not change following this part icula r attack, and 

one reason that you advanced for that is because the U.S. Special 

Mission took precautions that the U.N. did not . And I think you gave 

us some exampl es of that. How would you compare the secur ity posture 

of the U.S. Mission in Benghazi to the other, let ' s say, Western powers 

that had a presence in Benghazi during your time there? 

A We ll, if you compare our posture with the U.N., it was quite 

different. The U.N. basically went everywhere in Libya . They also 

had, you know, the white vehicles with the big U.N. and the big antennas . 

They saw them coming a mile away. They did have a much bigger compound 

with many more people. I would say that in comparison to the British, 

we had a bigger compound with more security features, such as cameras, 

more guards, fencing, that sort of thing. What they did have, though, 

is they had more British personnel . They had British contractor 

security personnel that did their security. 

Q Do you recall that any of the others, the French or the 
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Italians 

A Yes J I also accompanied the principal officer to the French 

compound or to the French house. There was only two of them. 1111 

So) yea h. I also accompa nied he r to 

the Egyptians) 

So) in comparison) it was 

different and) in some ways) better. 

Q So I'm going to switch gears a little bit. I think in the 

last session as well you had spoken with respect to staffing shortages 

about you we re making a request for additional personnel you said almost 

on a pretty regular basis ) is that right? 

A That's right . 

Q I think you desc r ibed those efforts as forceful and strong) 

is that right? 

A That's correct . 

Q Did you ever feel when you were making these req uests 

whether it was to Tripoli or to Washington) to anywhere) that you 

couldn't be totally forthcoming in your opinions and your requests 

about what you needed and what you wanted? 

A I never -- never felt that) sir J but t hen) again) I'm talking 

to the RSO in Tripoli. And I'm talking to my desk officer. I ' m not 

the politically correct fella type) so I told them as I saw it. So 

and no one at any point told me to stop voicing my request for my opinion. 

BY MS. SAWYER: 
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Q And) again) your desk officer was Mr. 111111? 

A Correct) ma'am) 

Q So most of these -- a lot of these conversations anyway were 

with Mr. 111111? 

A That is correct, ma'am. I would say that 90 percent of my 

emails, it is either for -- addressed to him or he is cc'd on them, 

that sort of thing. 

Q Did he ever indicate to you that you should kind of stop 

rocking the boat) stop making waves) not voicing your concerns in the 

most robust, I think as you put itJ not politically correct manner? 

A No J ma'am, I think he was frust rated himself from, you know, 

his conversations with me as to not being able to help more. But at 

no point did he ever tell me to stop bugging him with my request. 

Q And did you ever feel, either, you know, from Mr . 111111 

or anyone else, that you might suffer retaliation or some other adve rse 

job consequence by speaking your mind as to what your requests were ? 

A No, ma'am. At the time, I was an untenured FS-5, wh ich is 

probably the lowest that you will be in DS, and it wou ld have been so 

easy to retaliate against me, but it did not happen. And I was never 

told that that could happen. 

Q And, in fact, I t hink it came up during t he morning session, 

that you were actually commended --

A 

received it. 

BY MR. DESAI: 

put me in for an award, and yes, ma'am, I 
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Q If I can briefly go back to a document that you were shown 

during the first sess ion. I think it is exhibit 2 1 the one that we 

just looked at. And if I can just focus your attention 1 just on the 

beginning portion of that document where you write to IIIII· 

And it says hereJ IIIIIJ lots of work. It has been a good 

experience thus far. No problem on the solo a few more days. I can 

do this until the 16th when I need to catch a bird home. 1111· 
And I know we discussed this briefly with my colleagues during 

the last sess ion ) but when you write here 1 "no problem on t he solo a 

few more days 1 " what were you trying to convey there exactly? 

A Well 1 he is basically telling me that it is going to take 

a few more days to get me more help out there . And he has already 

explained to me why he is having trouble getting me hel p out there. 

And I'm trying to convey to him that I can handle it. It doesn't mean 

that I don't want the additional people there. Of course J I want t hem 1 

but al so don't want them to think that 1 you know 1 things are going to 

come crashing down because I'm there alone . 

Q And the first sentence : It has been a good experience thus 

far. 

A Well 1 sir 1 I take pleasure in an assignment when you are 

given a certain amount of not only responsibility but the ability to 

make decisions and changes that you see necessary . And 1 you know 1 

it -- Benghazi 1 for all it was during t he 45 days t hat I was there 1 

for as challenging as it was and it was no perfect environment) you 

know1 it was an experience. It gave me the -- it allowed me to use 
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different skills that I had, and I was able to keep my principa l officer 

safe and the compound safe during that time . 

Q I think I recall in other documents you described it as 

rewarding as well, and do you still feel that's the case today, 3 years 

later? 

A During the 45 days that I was there, yes, sir, the 

experience was rewarding. You know, i t doesn't say that there were 

not problems or things that could have been better. 

Q Sure. 

A But I'm a security professional. If you send me to Paris 

and there's no challenges there on the professional s ide, I may not 

find that rewarding. You put me in a challenging position, and I'm 

able to make things work; that, on the professional side, is rewarding 

to me. 

Q We spoke in the last session as well about t he 

Accountability Review Board. 

Ms . Sawyer. Can I ask a quic k question? 

Mr. Desai. Sure. 

BY MS. SAWYER: 

Q Before we jump to that, can I just ask you a quick question? 

Because it came up during the morning session during the time you were 

the sole DS agent. 

A Yes, ma'am. 

Q And you talked to us about the adjustments that that 

required you make to the workflow and you talked about the importance 
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of getting off compound 1 but that you limited those moves as much as 

possible? 

A YesJ ma'am. 

Q You did say that you did have to do some. 

A YesJ ma'am. 

Q And that during that time 1 in essence 1 I think you said the 

compound was shut down and that it didn't receive visitors 1 etcetera. 

Just to clarify J you know 1 for the record so that we are perfectly 

clearJ so when you were doing that particular adjustment and making 

those moves off compound 1 was there ever a security incident that 

occurred with you and the principal officer that you were off compound 

with? 

A No 1 ma'am. Not that -- not one that I can recall. What 

we would do is our -- two to three members of the QRF stayed behind . 

They managed the gates to make sure no one would come in through there. 

The guards were instructed not to let any vehicles or personnel in or 

out . Our IMO would call us constantly) every 15 minutes 1 every 

half-hourJ giving us a SITREP as to what was taking place 1 or I would 

call him 1 and I do not recall any incident during those times. 

Mr. Desai. What about back at the compound 1 like while you guys 

were out and no incident occurred) was there ever an instance that 

something happened at the compound while you -- you know 1 once you 

closed it down? 

Mr. 1111111~ I can't think of any. Possibility) you know1 

something might or could happen. I just don't recall . 
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BY MS. SAWYER: 

Q And then when you were describing earlier the April 6J you 

had said that you made a call at one point to ? 

A Yes. 

Q And to ask them or to tell them or inform them that they 

should not come. And I think) as you described itJ you said you wanted 

to make sure) you wanted them to hold off to prevent blue on blue -- a 

blue -on-blue incident ? 

A YesJ ma'am. 

Q So can you explain) had you alerted them already that there 

was an incident? 

A YesJ ma'am) I had. 

Mr. Evers. We may want to talk about this --

Ms. Sawyer. Let's talk about the substance) but can you just 

explain in a generalized sense since we have you here --

Mr. 1111111~ There was constant communication) ma'am. Maybe 

there was at l east three -- three or four communications) radio) and 

phone. 

BY MS. SAWYER: 

Q And when you said blue -- when you were describing to us 

you wanted to prevent a blue -on-blue) what does that mean? 

A It's a law enforcement terminology for friendliesJ 

unfriendlies. So as I mentioned before) you know) neither group know 

each other. SoJ in order to prevent something) friendly fire) I 

thought it was best at that time. 
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Q So that riskJ the risk of friendly fire in certainly that 

incident or any incident) is a very real risk that has to be considered? 

A Very realJ ma'am. Especially) you know, when they don't 

speak the same language) when it's at nightJ when these people don't 

know each other . Yeah . 

Q So you would have wanted to make sure that both your 

and certainly anyone who was friendly at your 

compound were fully aware of what the situation was before they 

came would have come over to try to avoid that ris k? 

A WellJ you knowJ with any decision) there isJ you knowJ 

there's pros and cons. Some would sayJ HeyJ why not get more people 

on board right away? ThenJ you knowJ there was my thin king that that 

could also create a problem. But I can go into more details in a 

different setting on thisJ ma'am. 

Q Great. Thanks. 

BY MR. DESAI: 

Q SoJ turning to the ARBJ I think we said in the last session 

you did not talk to the ARBJ is that correct? 

A I did notJ sir. 

Q Is there a particular reason you did not want to talk to 

them? 

A OhJ I had no problem talking to anyoneJ sir. Just I just 

was never called . 

Q And were you ever asked or ordered at any time not to provide 

information to the ARB? 
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A No, sir. 

Q And were you ever asked or orde r ed to conceal or even destroy 

information from the ARB? 

A No, sir. 

Q If I can just turn to a couple of the findings and 

recommendations of the ARB, and I believe the report, which was issued 

in December of 2012, touches upon and discusses at length some of the 

issues that we talked about today, staffing shortages, and so on. Have 

you had an opportunity to read the ARB's report whether the classified 

or unclassified version? 

A I have not. 

Q One of the things that the ARB found was that staffing 

shortages were a chronic and persistent problem, and they enumerate 

several reasons why that was the case in their view. And they make 

a number of recommendations to address this issue. And of the things 

that they said was that the ARB endorsed the Department's request for 

increased Diplomatic Security personnel for high- and critical-threat 

posts, and for additional mobile security deployment teams as well as 

an increase in DS domestic staffing . 

Do you think that recommendation would help and address some of 

the issues that you had while you were in Benghazi? 

A Oh, most definitely. 

Q One of the other things that the ARB recommended was 

increasing the TDY durations for folks that are coming into posts like 

this. And I think it says, 120 days for key policy, program, and 
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security personnel 1 a year for them and 120 days for less critical 

folks. Do you think that that is something that would also help this 

issue as well? 

A Yes 1 sir. 

Q So 1 in addition to the ARB 1 there had been a couple of other 1 

like Independent Best Practices Panel -- the Independent Best 

Practices Panel for Management} there have been seven congressional 

investigations. And I think one of the purposes of this particular 

committee is to make sure that 1 hopefully} this is the last 

investigation into Benghazi and make this the definitive one 1 given 

all the work that has been done so far. And to assist us in reaching 

that goal 1 do you have any speci fie issues or questions that you still 

think need to be investigated that haven't been investigated thus far? 

A No 1 I do not 1 but I have a suggestion. 

Q Please. 

A Let's use this information to ensure that it doesn't happen 

again. One of the things that I love about the Marine Corps is that 

when you make mistakes 1 you put it into training and that will prevent 

future generations from doing the same thing. Things happen J you know. 

They always do. Let's just not let it happen again. That's all. 

Q 50 1 Mr. IIIIIIIJ I'm going to shift focus. We are almost 

at the end 1 at least of this session . I want to ask you a series of 

que stions about several allegations that have been made 1 public 

allegations related to the Benghazi attacks . And we understand that 

the committee is investigating all of these allegations 1 and as a 
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result 1 I have to ask you about every single one of them . 

A Okay. 

Q But by asking you about t hem1 I do not want you to think 

that the minority staff or the members believe t hat t here is any degree 

of merit into any of these allegations . 

A Okay . 

Q There are quite a few of them and what I will do is I will 

describe the allegation to you and t hen ask you if you have any 

information or evidence to support t he al legati on that is being 

advanced. And if you don't 1 I wi ll just move on t o t he next one until 

we are finished. 

A Okay. 

Q It ha s been alleged that Secretary of State Clinton 

intentionally blocked military action on the ni ght of t he attacks . One 

Congressman ha s speculated that Secretary Clinton t ol d Leon Panetta 

t o stand down. And this resulted in the Defense Department not sending 

more assets to help in Benghazi. Do you have any evidence tha t 

Secreta ry of State Clinton ordered Sec reta ry of Defense Panetta to 

stand down on the night of the attacks? 

A No. 

Q Do you have any evidence t hat Secreta ry of State Clinton 

i ssued any kind of order to Secretary of Defense Pa netta on t he night 

of the attacks? 

A No . 

Q It has been alleged that Secretary Clinton persona lly 
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signed an April 2012 cable denying security to Libya. The Washington 

Post fact checker evaluated this claim and gave it four Pinocchios, 

its highest award for false claims. Do you have any evidence in 

Secretary Clinton personally signed an April 2012 cable denying 

security resources to Libya? 

A No. 

Q Do you have any evidence that Secretary Clinton was 

personally involved in providing specific instruction on day-to-day 

security resources in Benghazi? 

A No. 

Q It has been alleged that Secretary Clinton misrepresented 

or fabricated intelligence on the risks posed by Colonel Qadhafi to 

his own people in order to garner support for military operations in 

Libya in spring 2011. Do you have evidence that Secretary Clinton 

misrepresented or fabricated intelligence on the risks posed by Colonel 

Qadhafi to his own people in order to garner support for military 

operations in Libya in spring 2011? 

A No. 

Q It has been alleged that the U.S. Mission in Benghazi 

included transferring weapons to Syrian rebels or other countries. A 

bipartisan report issued by the House Permanent Select Committee on 

Intelligence found that the CIA was not collecting and shipping arms 

from Libya to Syria and that they found no support for this allegation. 

Do you have any evidence to contradict the House Intelligence 

Committee's bipartisan report finding that the CIA was not shipping 
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arms from Libya to Syria? 

A No. 

Q Do you have any evidence that U.S . facilities in Benghazi 

were being used to facilitate weapons transfers from Libya to Syria 

or to any other foreign country? 

A No. 

Q A team of CIA security personnel was temporarily delayed 

from departing the Annex to assist the Special Mission Compound. There 

have been a number of allegations about the cause and the 

appropriateness of that delay. The House Intelligence Committee 

issued a bipartisan report concluding that the team was not ordered 

to stand down, but that instead there were tactical disagreement s on 

the ground over how quickly to depart . Do you have any evidence that 

would contradict the House Intelligence Committee's fi nding that there 

was no standdown order to CIA personnel? 

A No. 

Q Putting aside whether you personally agree with the 

decisions to delay temporarily or think it was the right decision, do 

you have any evidence that there was a bad or improper reason behind 

the temporary delay of the CIA security personnel who departed the Annex 

to assist the Special Mission Compound? 

A No. 

Q The State Department officials were -- let's see, excuse 

me. A concern has been rai sed by one individual that in the course 

of producing documents t o the Accountability Review Board, damaging 
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documents may have been removed or scrubbed out of that production. 

Do you have any evidence that anyone at the State Department removed 

or scrubbed damaging documents from the materials that were provided 

to the ARB? 

A No. 

Q Do you hav~ any evidence that anyone at the State Department 

directed anyone else at the State Department to remove or scrub damaging 

documents from the materials that were provided to the ARB? 

A No . 

Q Let me ask these questions also for documents that were 

provided to Congress. Do you have any evidence that anyone at the State 

Department removed or scrubbed damaging documents from the materials 

that were provided to Congress? 

A No. 

Q It has been alleged that CIA Deputy Director Michael Morell 

altered unclassified talking points about the Benghazi attacks for 

political reasons and that he then misrepresented his actions when he 

told Congress that the CIA faithfully performed their duties in 

accordance with the highest standards of objectivity and 

nonpartisanship. Do you have any evidence that CIA Deputy Director 

Mike Morell gave false or intentionally misleading testimony to 

Congress about the Benghazi talking points? 

A No. 

Q Do you have any evidence that CIA Deputy Director Morell 

altered the talking points to Congress for political reason? 
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A No. 

Q It has been alleged that Ambassador Susan Rice made an 

intentional misrepresentation when she spoke on the Sunday talk shows 

about the Benghazi attacks. Do you have any evidence that Ambassador 

Rice intentionally misrepresented facts about the Benghazi attacks on 

the Sunday talk shows? 

A No. 

Q It has been alleged that the President of the United States 

was virtually AWOL as Commander in Chief on the night of t he attacks, 

and he was missing in action. Do you have any evidence to support the 

allegation that the President was virtually AWOL as Commander in Chief 

or missing in action on the night of the attacks? 

A No. 

Q It has been alleged that a team of four military personnel 

at Embassy Tripoli on the night of the attacks who were considering 

flying on the second plane to Benghazi were ordered by their superiors 

to stand down, meaning to crease all operations . Military officials 

have stated that those four individuals were instead ordered to remain 

in place in Tripoli to provide security and medical assistance in their 

current location. 

A Republican staff report issued by the House Armed Services 

Committee found that there was no standdown order issued to U.S. 

military personnel in Tripoli who sought to join the fight i n Benghazi. 

Do you have any evidence to contradict the conclusion of the House Armed 

Services Committee that there was no standdown order issued to U.S. 
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military in Tripoli who sought to join the fight in Benghazi? 

A No. 

Q It has been alleged that the military failed to deploy 

assets on the night of the attacks that would have saved lives. 

However) former Republican Congressman Howard "Buck" McKeon 1 the 

former chairman of the House Armed Se rvices Committee 1 concluded a 

review of the attacks after which he stated) Given where t he troops 

were 1 how quickly that things all happened 1 and how quickly it 

di ssipated) we probably couldn't have done more than we did. Do you 

have any evidence to contradict Chairma n McKeon's conclusion? 

A No. 

Q Do you have any evidence that the Pentagon had military 

assets available to them on the night of the attacks that could have 

saved lives but that the Pentagon leade rship intentionally decided not 

to deploy? 

A No) sir. 

Q Any other questions from my colleagues? 

Ms. Sawyer. I don't think so. 

Mr. Desai. Thank you so mu ch. We can go off the record. 

[Whereupon 1 at 2:35 p.m. 1 the interview proceeded in classified 

session.] 
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1 BY MR. GRIDER: 

2 Q .This is Mark Grider, I am with the majority, it's 

3 approximately i:S2 ·p.m . We are in a classified ~etting, 

4 . that's set at the secret level,· We will b~ asking questions 

5 again to Agen Special Agent . .. we would like 

6 to touch.on probably thr~e issu~s that came in ~n the earli·er 

7 s~ssion .. Let·~ first go to your relationship with another 

8. .agency. 

9 A Yes, . sir. 

10 Q Can you tell us abo~t which agency that was and we 

11 will walk .through your communications? 

12 A Ye ~ . sir. Aside from.t~~ diplo~atic · compound there 

13 · in Benghazi,· there w<;~s also the Annex Building, which.was a 

14 compo~nd run by the CIA . 

. 15 Q · You used the · term, you had a · r~1ationship or you 

16 . communicated with them . .. Can you give us . sort of a better . · 

17 .under5t.and{ng of what wa~: the basi,5. of· the · r~la~ionshi· p, . how 

18 did you ~omm~nitat~. · h6w 'o~t~nj 

' 19 . 
. . . . 

20 · We had· o_ne of their radios or s .ev.eral of theit radios that we: ·. · 

21 use d to tommunicate with . th~m, .we · also .had their phone 
.· 

· 22 · numbers . · un·e of the agreements was that ·if they were ev.er 

23 attacked, · we wou.ld support them, and . if .we were attacked,. 

24~ t h·ey- wo u l d s u p-p-o-rt u s-:~we-a-1 s-o s h ar-e d-;~n f o r rn-a t-i o-n wi t h them· 

25 and they shared information with us. 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

8 . 

9 Q Okay. A few things. You mentioned support with 

10 respect to attacks. 

11 . A Yes. sir . -- . 

. ·12 Q Was that formal, was. th ~ t in ·writing; that there 

13 was going to be support_ i_f they ~er e attacked? ~ow did 

14 · you -- · what ·wa s the und er standing of that so rt of sup~ort7·· 

15 . I ' neve·r -saw i:t 'in -Writi'ng·,· sir: _ 1 -do not know :'if 
. -

16 th~re ~as some· sort .of flOU or - ~omething _ work~ d out between 

17 the two : agencie s ·. I ·do kn.ow that that' was ·- a s t arjd ing 

18 

. .-19 . 

20 

21 

22 

23 

I :t , wa·s conveyed· 
. . · • I 

on to the ·R$0 th~t took. dver ~f t~r -·me~ But ·· ·y·e-~. that' 5 th_e : 

agreement that we had . _· . • . 

. BY M.S. JACKSON : 
- '------'-----7----" 

Q While . you were there, did you ~~~e .any discu ssi on 

24 with Anne·x p e r so n ~ l regarding that unde r sta n·di ng . · 

4 

25 A . Yes , I did, ma'am . . As you -probably kndw, they ~~d ·-
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their own secu rity personnel. Most of them we re retired or 

former mi l itary that ·did nothing but t heir iecurity. And we 

would discuss that f~om time to time as to what wa~ expected. · 

• Q And going back to the April 6 incide·nt, i .f I 

r emember correctly from your testimony earli~r today,· t hat 

when. that incident · occurred and you . being the ~nly DS agent 

on the compound, you .went to the Tactical Operations Center; 

i s that cor r e·c t? 

A Th~t is correct, ma'am~ 

Q And again, the purpose of that was you wanted to 

use the .cameras to see what . was happeni.ng· on the compound? 

A Two reasons, rna I am, I . couldn It hea.r mysel f think . 

with the .alarm throughout the compo~~d . . neither could the 

principal officer and the IMO in the safe · ha~en . . So I turned 

off the internal alarm· system and I also used the camera 

system to try to det~ct a~y intruders . in : ou~ compound. 

Q And did you see any . intruders? 

A ·I did noL .. 

Q ~~d again, what was ·the extent of the cameras in . 

your visibi.lity into the ·.recesses of t he compouhd? . ·. 

·A Well, ma'am, · there's always bl ind spots that you 

don' .t foresee . . However , __ .:__~__<!_a____p_rett_y_~ooq .c.amera sys~em __ _ _ 
. • ' . 

that could capture, I don't know, 80 percent ~f th~ compound. 

· Two o·f our cameras were also .facing outside:-s-o-'-you .could see 

any act i vi t i e s i n the f ron t of the com p o u ·n·d . 
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Q Again, when you lo~ked at those cameras and about 

80 percent bf the compound you saw no intrude~s? 

A · .r· did not, ma'am, but I will tell you I was 

·conducting ·a quick inspettion, so but I . did not see . 

anything, no. 

Q And is·. not having 'any visible · i nt.ruders on 

com~ound, one· of the reasons tha~ you told not to . 

respond? 

A Well, yes, ·ma'am. Obviou~ly, if I would have seen, 

you k~ow, an armed group or a~~ed · presence, l would have tbld · 

I did not see . 

that. That's one of the reasons , yes. 

Q And the ·other: r~asons? 

A The other re~son was t~ preveht a blue-on~blu~ · or a . 
. . 

gre~n-on-green situatioM. Neither the membe_r:s .. 

of· the 17th Februa~~ Brigade, .nor .did they know~ - nor did . · 
• • I • 

the.· member.s oJ .t .he brij~ade. 

that; it was .at ~itht; ~ .it iS very easy :tor 

fr~~ndly-fire situ~tion. 

.In qddi·ti.Ofl ' tO 

to have· a. 

r~spond, did you exp~ct . that · ~espon~e . to be ;~mediate? 

·. A 
:------- Within 5 ~inutes •. ma.'a~ : . 

- - - - - -'---------·- - · -~·--

23 Q Th.ank you. 

24 BY MR_._G RIDER: 

25 
.. 

Q I just ·want to go; back to our eartier question, you 
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15 
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had sort of taid · o~t a few things. One, so the attack 

support we addressed that. Information sharing, were there 

intelligence r~ports that yqu're allowed to review or that 

.. you were . reviewing? 

A · Yes, ~ir. Both myself and the princi~al offtc~r 

we would read .some of 

their r~porting · made available to us. 

-· · · ·Q Absolutely . . And what was· the . : distance~ Ho~ ·-long · 

would it take you to. dri:Ye? 

A. -·_. It was · approximately· lkilometer-· aw.ay, str. · It ·: _ .. 

·would take. us.: under : .. s minu:tes _<t~ -g_et ... ov~-~· ·t:t-iere -: . 

Q _ I wo.uld like to direct yo·u( _:a·ttention to} ·· ·we _ .. 

:discussed, there wa~ .a repo _rt _.for a spe. ci. ·i=;~ -- incid~n·t th.at ·. 

\... 

-~-------·--:---~----· -;-·--

A . That i s co r r:e c t , sir·· . . 

Q. So can you ·tell us ·what tha U ncident was and 

explain the repo-rt? 

. ' 
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A Well, I have you would have that. report. Since 

· 2 its c lassifi ed, I don't have ac·cess to it, but what I can 
\ 

3 tell · you off the top of my he~d. going back on memory, is 

4 that one of the QRF members. one of the me mbers of the 17th 

5 Februar·y Brigade, a fellow by the fi r st name __ -- I do 

·6 not recall his last n~me at this t i me . -- at some point 

7 reported to us that he was being pressured 

8 to provide information on us. I 

10 something oh it. Eventually, he came back to · me again _and he 

11 told me of . an incident that had occurre~ the night before. 

12 Q 

13' _ _ ? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1& 

19 

20 

21 

A 

Q 

Okay , you are using pronouns, he as in-

-"So-- came back to· ·yau? 

________ _; __ _1_~- ---~--~---- _____ · _ _;_~~--:_ __ _ :,_:_, ___ " _______ ~ _____ ; ___ : ______ _________ --~~-__ :_ · ·------- ~ --.: -···- ··-·- ---·- --~ .. 
23 

24 

25 
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4 
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6 

7 

8 

9 BY MS . JACKS.ON: 

10 Q 

12 not specific? 
. . . 

13 

14 

A · He was not specific, ma ' am~ And to be hon~st with 

you, . neither · English is very g;ood, - nor is my 

-15 ·Arabic .good ... So there c_ould be -a lot mis·s.i'ng here_·in t .his 

16 story .. 

-17 

18 

19 

20 · 

.21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 

2 

3 

.4 

5 

·. 6 . I went ahead after . 

7 Having this meeting, I reported .t his up my com~and of com~and 

8 to my desk. officer . I al so reported ·this · to ·what· I 
. . . ·' 

9 constdered at the time the 

10 Q 

11 A Exactly .. 

1'2 Q Not the Tripoli? 

13 A -· . I 
14 As . I was told,' they were going to 

15 i·nyestigate this. came tia~ k to me about a·. ~eek 

'16 l~ter telling me that they had. a~ 

·17' 

. ' . 18 

19 

20 
. . .. ·. 

.•. 21 H Y MR ~ GRIDER : 
. : . 

.. 22 . Q . . Wa ~ the. P 0 i n f o r me d . of . t h i s a s · we ll ? . . . . . 
.. ~--- ·-·- -- · - · · · · ·--·-·- --------- ~ · -···- ·· - -···-·- -· ···--- ·- --- -----. ··---- _______ ,, .......... _______ -·----····- - --- --·--·· ·- - ·- ----- --·-···-,,I,.,. ____ ._; ____ ·--._ ........ .:... ·- ·- ·'- --·· 

23 · A Yes, s·he was. She was . informed of thi's·. imme.d'iately 

24 · after' J:_i_oun.d out. She was also cc' d on the reporting tha.t I 

25 wrote. 
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Q Just to try to get an ide~ of the timingi I think . 

we di~cussed the Ap~il 6 . incident at length. Do y~u know IF 

it was prior to t~~t or aft~r that~ 

__ ? 

A I believe it was prior to that. However, again, I 

am going off memory here . If you have access to that report~ 

you w il 1 be a b 1 e to f i n d the d.a t e s r i g h t t he r e . . _ · 

Q · 1 understand. And do .you believe that at the time 

you ~ere the only .DS agent on_the ground? 

A I do believe so. Let me take that back. When 
. ' -

- initially r~ported that h·e was being pressured by a 
. . 

-for information, that was don~ during the . 

time that was s .t~l -1 th·ere. 

- after I was _ there _alone, as I ~ecall, ' . 
. . 

BY ·Ms; JACKSON: 

Q Prtnr to :your · int~~vt~w today, _ did you r~vi~w~. any 

' of•'the emails ·th;at .found or were ·s.ent . to you? 

· A . Las-t we_ek, I h:ad. ~ sin-all convE:rsation wfth legal-, 

and I was shown som~. of the eni·a i l ·s:; ' briefly" S·~own some of the 

... 2.~ .. -~- .. : ~. ·- ---~_f!l_C3_11 .. ~.- .!.D~<3-~: .. h.<3.9 ... L . -~_e_~ !_-__ :~ C? _j o.i f!JY ___ ~-~rn_o ry_ :. _ . ,f .n_ ~ . ~~!.-~ e_r~ !h_a_~- - .... _ : ___ __ _ 
' . 

23 that, I h~ven't seen these em~ils · since shortly ~fter 

Be-n g h a--z i : 

. 25 Q Was 1your classified reporting in there?-

. I 

I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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1 A Yes, it was. Yes, it was. 

2 Q And. -when you say you were s·hown them by _legal; who 

3 did you m~an? 

4 A AFSA.· 

5 . Q : State Department legal as opp-osed to ·your pe"rsonal 

6 counsel. 

7. 

8 

9 · 

A That · ;s ·correct. 

Mr. Evers. His .personal counsel? 

Mr. - Oh; yes. 

10 _Ms . Badrich. I am s~rry, I was p·rese.nt at that 

1.1 . briefing . . 

12 BY MS. JACKSON: 

13 Q At any time djd anyone come back . 

14 with additional in.formatfon after t he first w~ek _or s .o had 

15 passed? 

16 A Yes; . rna' am . The· pe~son : t _hat I · believed to · be the· · 

17 · equiva-lent of : their supervi :~or , . I gu~ss in other- _settings 

18 .He _· only- went· .by·. a fi .r:st- name ;:;o I . 

19 - : q~n It even .. · t~ll ·YOL! .what . his . nam,e. was. 

20 ·. som~thi~g ·like ~ that · . He ~as ~~a~ · aware 6f it . - ~nd he ·came -

· 21 back to me:_- with·. ihformatian · on 

23 me that th~~ were still looking into i ·t: 

24 Q And so at the ti.me that-you eeparted Beng-hazi~ it 

25 had not been fully resolved? I 
, , I 

I 
I 

I 
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A It h~d not. ·I was uhder the impression that these . \ . 

type of investigations take time and that someone--was · wo~king 

on them, but no, it had not been resolved . . 

. Q had not told you about any .other 

inCidents that had oc~urred or anyone else approaching him 

while you were still there? 

A. No . I-- I had a very close. professi .onal 

· relations.hip I · ~appen ~o· ~eli~ve that he ·was 

the most motivated of tho~~ troops . . And I beli~ve that he 

would have told me if ·something else would have hap~ened .. He 

mentioned to me that he ~anted to :hurt thi~ person. ·And :l 

b~sically advised him· to -- if it happened again, · to go alang 

with i·t! get whatev~r information he could get and come back 

and rep.ort _; t to me. 

BY MR. GRIDER.: 

Q. During . the April .6 in~ident, you :· indicat~~ th~re 

. was an indiv·i.du:al th·at ma_y have detai·ned two susp-~cts ·, and . . . 

then ·possibly f.i'r .ed ·off two rounds . · I · believ.e that niay ·· 

· haye 

A · That .is. ·c-orrect; we are talking .~bout the ~ .. arne··. 

person .. 

. . .. ...... . . Q ~!ld __ s,o; : t hat in .. ~id.e~~ W<?Uld _,h_av.e .. ... h.:appened ·after •. . , . . 

.. iS that 

~orrect , to your knowledge? 

A Yes, sir. 
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Q Ju~t to b~ c1~ar, was the·re another classified . 

incident that occurred, or . anything relating to April 6 i or 

a·nyt hing e·lse, just l9o.king bac k thr·ough my note.s ·--

A I · don ' t .recall another classified in~ident other 

than mayb~ a · follow up to what we. are t~lking about, to this 

probe into our security posture. But then, again, I haven't 

had acces.s to ·my class ified email, and haven't gone back t o 

look at that old t~porting . 

BY MS . JACKSON : 

· Q ·oo yo~ ·(ecall if 'you had s ubmitted a classified . 

· report after th~ April 6 IED incident? 

A I don't believe ·I did. Bu t I apologize if my 

memory is no~ helping me. 

Q. And .w~s- still there when you let't? 
. . 

A ·. Yes, :he was, he w·as ·.s·ti 11 . 

14 . 

:a Was he .iri apy time of ·team leader, · supervisory rote ·.· 

with· respect t'o the QRF_'? . 

A No, ·he . wa s ·not, he .wa·s ,·not the ·team l,'ea.der: 

Q S9· ··he. was .. . rank ·and ... fcile· QRF ?, 

:A · Th·a t is cortect : 
... ·. 

Mr ·. Grict·er. ·A.riything · el ·s ~·? We can go· off . ·the record . 

··. _[D_i s·c.ussi9.n_ of.f the tecord. <J . .. . . . • . . 

BY MS . SAWYER: 

Q Just ~ : few· follow-up · q~e~tions ~bout some of the 

stuff that I think we have already touched on. 

t 
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1 A . Yes, ma'am. 

2 Q When you were talking to my c~l lei~u e , you were 

3 indicating. that there was -- I am going to describe it as 

4 reci~rocal agreement · between · th~ Annex a~d the ~ission to 

5 · respon~ as needed --

6 . A Yes, ma'·am . 

7 Q -- if there were incidents at either faci l ity. 

8 A Uh-huh. 

9 Q And you were a~ked for just a ~ general sense of how 

10 fast you felt th~ Arinex wouid respond i f yo~ . call~d upon . 

11 them. And I think you said you: would expect~ response 

12 

13 

14 ·. · 

15 

•16 

· p 

: 18 

19 : 

20 

. ··. 21 

22 

23 

24--

25 

within· 5 min~tes! 

A yes, ~a'am. And I guess I am basing it on t he fact 

that they always had people waitin g t6 .respond· to an 

i nc.i dent. 

-they always had security peo pl e on standby .. And.give·n 

th~ di s tan ce; . I . was guessing th~y · had ·the capabili ty ·to.·. 

respo nd wi th i ri 5 minute s . · It could have take n longer , but I .· . 

belleve, given .their ca.p abilities, that ·they c.ould have d.one ., 

that , ·yes : · 

Q. Wh.en :you say "it · could have t ake n longer~ · ... would 

bbstaclei .i n b~twe~n. · · you . Sa i~ the.Annex ~as .a kilbmet~r. · 
. . .· . . ' . . . .. . . . . ~ . . . . .. . ~ 

approximately ~kilometer away. But obst~cl~s betwe~n . ·6ne . 

fac ility a-nd the othe-f--o-M-ave possibly delaye-d? 

· A .· Y~s. ma 'am. I am · giving .yo u t he best-cas~ 

: . . 
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i n f o r m a t i on . 0 f c o·u r s e . any bloc k age of any of · the s t r e e t s . 

any attack on their react for.ce, anything like that could 

have delayed a · response, yes. · 

16 

Q. · And based· on just your experience, · pretty ~xtensive 

experience, law enforcement and otherwise! would you have 

expected to .be r~asonable had they bien alerted . to an ~ttack 

· for them to have taken some period of time assess t he 

possibility of an ambush? The possibility oi friendly fi .re? . 

. The possibility of. them running into some trouble between the 

Annex · and the nii ·ssion compound? . 

A Yes. rna' am.. I cer tainly would have· .expected· · 

something like that, and that is a ·reason why I notified them 

shortly .after the· explosion so that thei could know -6f our 

situatibn. When I. nbtifi~d them; I -totd th~m ·that I would 

call them ba.ck if I neede·d them ther.e ·. And .that. would 

indicate to me that they would start doing their .prep .wo rk to · 

be · r~ady for. a - response~ 

o: . You spoke a little b_it about . -:·- .and·. J don't w.ant to 

u .. se th:e -wrong term, .a .CI in·vestig.ation . .. :ls -". th~t 

. co.unterintelligence or con-fidenti"al "infor.mant?, 

A 

· Q Thank you. Counterintel~ige~ce . tn~estigition, that , 
. . . . . . . ·. . . 

~arn e · up du.ring . your time .in Benghazi. 

A Yes, ma'am. 

Q And on~ of the things you had · mentioned was .in ·your 
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1 ctinversatioh with QRF who ~arne forward, you tried to 

2 understand-him as best you cou1d, but he don't -~ he ·spoke 
. . ' 

3 some English and you did not speech .much Arabic. bo you 

4 r~call whether the principal officer was p~esent whe~ you 

5 act_ually interviewed him? 

6 " A No, ~he was not present during the interview, 

7 ma'am. 

8 Q Okay. Would it surpri~e you if a report abOut the 

9 incident had indicated that the member of the QRF a~ked to 

10 speak to the RSO in the presence of the ·principal officers so 

11 · that she could transl.ate and make sure there was no 

12 misunderstanding? . 

13 A · No , no. It ~ouldn't have -- and perhaps : there was 

14· further communicati6ns in · · front - ~f her that I dori't recall at 

15 

16 ·. 

·t hi s . t i me . · B u t - -

Q I know it wa~ some time ago . and I know you did 

17 indicate yo·u ·did an ;ri2iden.t ·report . ~ · Is it possi.b·le that the :·. 

18 .· pr:inci"p.ai · offi'cer was there w.he.n you intervi.ewed .. or when .yo·u ' 
. . 

. 19 . spoke to - at s~me ·poirit" about .the .inc i"~ent? . 

20 It . i.';:; possibl e .. ·ma ·•arrt . · · It is poss1:bl.e; · r · know.·. 
' • I 

. A 

21· triat) had initially i .htervie~ed him alone. · ' I r~rrtember that. 

22 It i5 pbssibi.e that there could haye .been more conve:r-sat·fons. · 

23 i n f ron t of he r t h at I j us t don ' t r e c a ll at t h i s t i m·e . 

24 Q l:)e y-ou reE-all~ki nd- of yeur as-ses-sment of tfle . fact:-

25 that the member of ·the QRF had chosen to ·actually· 

. I 
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1 affirmatively come forwa·rd , ·hQW you felt about that? And how 

2 that reflected both on the information that you were being 

~ ·p~oVided and that person. Do you remember that at all, do 

4 you rememb~r repotting on that? 

5 No, I don't re~ember. 

6 Q . Do yo~ · remember how· you felt about the fact that, ·· 

1 a~d what _you have ~elayed about t~e f~ct that you had -- you 

·8· fe~t t~ere was now so~e effort ongoing to gather intelligence 

9 o~ the misston? Do fou remember what you said about that 

10 compared to other pla~es throughout ihe wotld? 

11 .. A I ' don't re~e~ber what I wrote bn it. I don't 

12 remembe~ · how I felt about it, but . --

13 Le~ ·me ask you a m?re specific ques~ion .. · Do you 

14: remember whether you :compared it to _whether -o,r not it 

· 15 happened t:o ·other places .in the world ancl. whether you thought . 

16 · · _it._was completely unique· ~r commonplace worldwide? . 
. . 

17 : A .; : Ma I am ·, r spen"t about 1.2 years. working ·as. a Marin·e 

18· ·. CI .: HUMINT . guy·. . Part .of · ou.r · missi-on i-s · counte.rte t r:"ori s.m. ·., 

19 . Th_e··r-·e ,· are: cert~i"n thingi·:··that ·take pl~ce·:Jhat happen that, _::_ 

-2.0 based· on that ·experienc·e, leads. you to: k.now · th.at- what .the 

21 inc ident -is . . I : cannot-. --.."if ·you ·allow me· to see ff · tha.t's · · 

22 the ~eport . that I wro.te, that cari j og _.my ine.mory .... .. J. can.not . 

23 telJ you off the top of my head. I c~n't tell ~ou exactly 

24_ what l wrote .. on it, m:ayb~ it will. hel.p me clarify too . 
• 

25 I think it probably wo~ld . Letrs go off the 
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record. 

[Discussion off _the record . ] 

[-· Exhibit No. 7 

was marked fdr id~ntification.] 

: BY MS. · SAWY~R: 

Q So Mr. -· I am showing \:'/hat yo.u has been 

19 

m<,3rked, for identification purposes, . as ·Exhibit Number 7. . It 

just bears a . cover ·she.et \:'Jhich is blank, ·and doesn't have . a 

d~cument numb~r. otherwise document : number 05392790~ it . is a · 
. . 

_total of 7 pages. l wo~ld jus t direct your attention to page 

4 of the 7. About halfway down, there's a report of an 

interview . Is .that the report of the interview that ypu . . . 

conducted with the QRF member·· who recorded th·e incident-? · 

A That is correct~ ·yes. it _ i s. 

Q Besides .this . . r:-eport ·that you're- loo}<ing at. (1ow, do 

you recall .if ~ou created · ~ny other reports? 

A I 'don't rec·a.l~ · cre_ating another ' one·, ma'am, but 'I 
. . 

know that this . ra 'i sed other ·questi o'ns' . th.at might have been : 
. . . . 

an s :we red on ~ m a i l : . · But .' . I : . d O'n -' t : r e c a l l w r i t i n g . a not he ~ · C ~ > 
report . .. 

Q And then ' a · little ~ fu~iher · down · in ihai . thai~: i · ·· 

th i nk just 6n the ne xt p~ge. · the~~·s ~nother r~port. · T~at is . 

~ report that I think your . note from the priot indicates is a. 

.report_by 

page? 

Do you see about halfway· down ·the 

. . 

. ' . 
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1 A That is correct, ma'am. And I attached it to the 

2 bottom of my report to give the reader a better · ucide~standing 

3 of the incident. 

4 Q And remind us who was Mr. - at the time? 

5 A Mr. - is also another DS agent who was the RSO-

6 when I first ardved, ·and departed during_ the time tha t I was 

7 ther·e. 

8 Q What is the time at which he 's reporting? 
' 

9 · A We l 1 , I see a d_a t e r i g h t he r e and a n u m be r 3 that 

10 says 3/17/2012 . 

11 Q And theh flipping back- to your report on page. 4~ 

12 what is the d ~ te of that report? 

13 . A M.in e ·is 2 ·days later, 3/19/2012. So I imagine that 

· 14 Mr. -left probably around during that · t1meframe· on the 

15 18th or 19th . . 

16 

·17 

. Q 

.A 

Is it possibl~ he was still there and hadn't left? 

It is possible that he · was ~-yea h, it 's also 

18 pos~ib l e that he's pack in g out that - d ay ~ I d~ t ecall that h~ 

19 w a s n ot t 11 e r e the d ay I .. ~ e n t t h i s , so _ ~ - or . not a v a.i l a b 1 e . 

"20 .Q Okay. And so the two of you_ were reporting on, at. · 
. . 

21 diffe rent points, inci.dent s related to .taunterintelligence 

22 

23 

25 

gathering? 

Do you r ecall r eading Mr. -report as you w·ere 

f o_r wa r-d i ng i t a n Q s.e.n d i n g i t~o n ?~· 
. . 

A _Well , I recall being pres ent at the time that th ey 

i 
I 

I 
' 

; I 
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1 were discussing this And I recall that the 

2 report .was wr itten; but it's been some ti~e since I read his 

.3 report. 

4 Q So Mr. - · in his report, whi.ch I know you 

5 didn't write, but I am just g'oing to ask your opin1on· of it, 
. . 

6 down in . para~raph 11 of his report, which I . ihin ~ would be ·on . 

7 page 6 ·of th~ documerit, he expr~sses k ind of his s~nse of 

8 - having come forward. ·I'll gi·ve you a moment just t6 

9 r ead that paragraph. 

10 A Yes, ma'am . 

n Q I think he d ~s cribes it, from ·hi~ persp~ttive, that . 

'12 he was en~ouraged by the .fact that that . membe r of your local 
. . 

13 QRF had irtdeed come forward with his· ini6rm~tion voluntarily. 

14 Do you ·rem~mber wheth~r you ~isc~ssed that With 

15 M r . -? · D i. d y b u ·s h a r e that o pi n; on that i t was .. . 
16 ehcouraging that a member of the QRF, 

17 had come ··farwa rd ~o . r eport ' this 

18 i .nformat i'on? 
• I ' , 

·.· 
19 . I don't remembe·r sharing that w.i.th. Mr . - . . but 

20·. . - .was probably the best, _; n my opj ni oh' - -: 'th·e· be.st 

21 membe r of th~ ' group. 

22 Q Arid then · the ne x: t paragraph, and , agafn, th'i.s ·;s . 

· 23 . Mr. ~epo r t, not yours, so· I . ~in 'Just ask.i ng your 

24· opinion. .He remarks on the· fact that thi s type . of 

25 intelligence gathiring, and I think it .is about halfway down 
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1 that' paragraph, he s-ays, he understands t h.at this is 
. . . 

2 · someth ing that occu-rs; And I think He desc~ibes · that kind of 

3 {ntellii~rice gathering as ~ommonplace worldwide. He 
. . 

4 expresses some surprise that it is happening t~is quickly. 

5 Again, it's Mr. - But what is yo1,1r ·sense .and 

6 experience ~s to. ~hether or not the -fact that intelligence 
I 

' 7 gathering on, U.S. presence may be · something tha t does ·OCCUr, 

. 8 arid does oc~~r · w6rldwid~? 

9 A ·. Well ., rna' am, I cannot spea k to what Mr. -

10 wrote or how he per<;:eived this, but it'·S just troubling · it 

11 .was .tro.ubling .to me at the time 

12 

13 ' 

-14 -- .that, to me, was troubling. 

15 Arid ·so .. the steps that you took, · because whe the r · or 

16 not it's ·somethfng · tha·t happens elsewhere, was t rou~ling and 
. . . 

17 you wan.ted .to t a.~e steps. · Those steps · were to · repo:t ·th is . to 

18 and up the chain as refle~t~d - in you~ . -- . 

19 . ·A We·1l. ·I think. the most i~p.or .. t -a-nt thing t.~ .. know fs ·. 
. . 

20. to figur-e out -who ·is try-in g to ga.ther intelligence on you .. · • · 

21 

22 

23 I shared that information with 

· 24 ·them, an9 I made what~r had avail~ble to them, yes . . 

25 Q And I think you explained that k i~d of that · 

. ·. 
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investigation ~as on~oing , and may not have cohcluded by: the · 

time you l eft Benghazi? 

A That is · correct , ma'am. 

Q -Did you ever get a sense ·from anyone a.t · 

and I 'think you sa·i d this was r-eported to the 

that th~y were - ~ot takin~ this incident seriously; nrit 

inves tigating: it adequ·ately? 

· A No, ma ' am, I never gath~r~d that . ·r kno~ that 

the s e type s of i n v e s t i g a t i. on s . t a k e t i me , _ e s p e ci a l l y i n a 

country ii ke L~bya, 

- that ·the·y··would take i ·t seri,ously, no· indicatio.ns 

other-wise. 

Ma'am may I be clear on s6mething?: 

Q .·. Please, yes· .. 

A I ·· know t am· ta~~Ag more _ t im~ and Austin .is ~prob~bly 

goi'_ng, to get· mad . on .. nie on . th1 s. 

Mr.· Evers .. I ,absolutely, will. not. 

Mr. -- -When you read thi $: . . it may be co·nfus_i n.g 
.. 

beca use · th e r e ' s ·ot he r em a i l s r: i g tit he r e that · talk abo u. t. 

somet hin g diffe rent, 

BY MS. SAWYER: 

Q Yes. 
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1 A .I .just want to make sur~ that the person 

2 that reported this to us is not perceived as 

3 

4 There was another former member of the QRF, a former 

5 member of February 17., who · was . alreidy gone by the time I got 

6 here who had he.en gi.ven a job as a bodyguard ·;n Trip~li . 

7 

·8 

9 

10 One of these persons was this other ind i vidual th~t was 

11 working i.n Tripoli. 

12 . So. when these emails talk atiout, 

13 

14 -·: I 
15 just want th~re to .be no questions. that we ~re also talking 

16 ab·out 

·17 That's ~11 I needed to ·clarify. 

18 · · Q And ·so to make sure the reco.rd is perfectly clear, , 

19 ·the email chai~ that begins ·on ~ageL, right? · ·· 

20. A Yes. 

21 

22 

23 

Q 

·A 

Q 

And continues on t& page 2 

·uh-huh. 

-- 1s with regard to the other ·former . Benghazi QRF 

24 · member---who went to TripoLi for a period o'f time? 

25 A That is correct . He went out there to do a ·course 
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·. 

on being a bodyguard, and he failed th~ course, so He was 

never pe rman.e~t ly empl.oyed. · 

Q · SO he was not-- he did not end up being 

permanently employed in Tripo~i7 

·A 'That ·is correct, ma'am . 

. . Q bkay :- Wel l ·, I think that is al l ·of the questions · 

25 

we have for . Yo~. We very much appreciate the ti·me that you 

spent with the committee tod·ay, · and · certai nl:y your service .. 

Your career is q~ite impressive ih .terms of y6ur ·time in the 

Marines, your time · ~n law .enforcement. I, oi course, when 

you sa i d NCIS thought of . the TV shows ! see so!lletimes, but we 

very mu ch appreciate ·your service and your ongoing · servi.ce. 

56 thank you very m~ch fo~ th~t. And with that, unless my · 

colleagues have anything .else, I think we 'are finished for 

: the ·day .. 

Ms. Jackson. I think .we , are good . 

Mr . -- Thank yol,J.· al.l. very much. 

[ W he· r e u p·o n . a t 3 : 50 p . m . : . t he i n t e r v i' e \;J' . was con c l u de d . ] 

.. . . 
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